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Message from the Program Chairs

It is our pleasure to welcome you to the 2nd International Workshop on Mixed Criticality Systems (WMC) at the Real-Time Systems Symposium (RTSS) in Rome, Italy on 2nd December 2014.

The purpose of WMC is to share new ideas, experiences and information about research and development of mixed criticality real-time systems.

The workshop aims to bring together researchers working in fields relating to real-time systems with a focus on the challenges brought about by the integration of mixed criticality applications onto singlecore, multicore and manycore architectures. These challenges are cross-cutting. To advance rapidly, closer interaction is needed between the sub-communities involved in real-time scheduling, real-time operating systems / runtime environments, and timing analysis.

For this second edition of the workshop a total of 8 submissions were received. The review process involved 13 Program Committee members, with each submission receiving at least 3 reviews. In total, 7 papers were selected for presentation. Our thanks go to the WMC Program Committee for the time and effort they put into carefully reviewing the submissions, and for meeting the tight timescales set for reviews.

In addition to the regular papers, the workshop program also includes an invited talk from Risat Pathan (Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden). His talk entitled “Real-Time Scheduling of Mixed-Criticality Systems: What are the “X” Factors?” will introduce another factor relevant to high criticality tasks.

WMC 2014 would not be possible without the hard work of a number of people involved in the organisation of RTSS. In particular, we would like to thank the RTSS 2014 Workshops Chair, Rodolfo Pellizzoni (University of Waterloo, Canada) for his excellent organisation of the overall workshop program. We also thank the WMC Steering Committee for their guidance, and the MCC (UK EPSRC EP/K011626/1), Proxima (EU FP7 IP 611085) and Departs (French BGLE O16526-405635) projects for their support.

Finally, we would like to thank all of the authors who submitted their work to WMC 2014, whether it was accepted or not; without them, this workshop would not be possible.

We wish you an interesting and exciting workshop and an enjoyable stay in Rome. We look forward to seeing you again at WMC 2015.

Liliana Cucu-Grosjean (INRIA, Paris-Rocquencourt, France)
Rob Davis (University of York, UK)
WMC 2014 Program Chairs
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INVITED TALK

Risat Pathan (Chalmers University of Technology)

Title: Real-Time Scheduling of Mixed-Criticality Systems: What are the “X” Factors?

Abstract: Mixed-criticality (MC) systems consist of tasks with different degrees of importance or criticality. Correctly executing relatively higher critical tasks (e.g., meeting their deadlines) is more important than that of any lower critical task. Therefore, scheduling algorithm and its analysis have to consider runtime situations where the correct execution of higher critical tasks can be threatened by some events that I call “X” factors of MC systems. Example of such an X factor is “execution overrun” which is pointed out by Steve Vestal in RTSS 2007. The purpose of my talk is to highlight another X factor: the frequency of error detection and recovery.

The design and analysis of real-time scheduling algorithms for safety-critical systems is a challenging problem due to the temporal dependencies among different design constraints. This work is based on scheduling sporadic tasks with three interrelated design constraints: (i) meeting the hard deadlines of application tasks, (ii) providing fault tolerance by executing backups, and (iii) respecting the criticality of each task to facilitate system’s certification. First, a new approach to model mixed-criticality systems from the perspective of fault tolerance is proposed. Second, a uniprocessor fixed-priority scheduling algorithm, called fault-tolerant mixed-criticality (FTMC) scheduling, is designed for the proposed model. The FTMC algorithm executes backups to recover from task errors caused by hardware or software faults. Third, a sufficient schedulability test is derived, when satisfied for a (mixed-criticality) task set, guarantees that all deadlines are met even if backups are executed to recover from errors. Finally, evaluations illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed test.
System Mode Changes - General and Criticality-Based

A. Burns
Department of Computer Science,
University of York, UK.
Email: alan.burns@york.ac.uk

Abstract—In this paper we summarise, and attempt to unify, the many descriptions that have been published on general mode changes. We then use this summary to position the criticality mode change. We conclude that a criticality mode change (from low to high) is closest in nature to a (graceful) degradation mode change following (partial) system failure. However, a criticality mode change (from high to low) has more in common with a (exceptional) functional mode change. The paper also addresses systems that may have both criticality and general mode changes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many real-world applications involve systems that operate in a number of clearly defined modes. Aircraft flights progress through phases (e.g. taxiing, take-off, climbing, level flight, etc) and automotive systems have modes to cover start-up, cruise control, driver control, ‘limp home’ etc.

If a system has more than one mode then there must be a mode change protocol to control how the system moves between modes. Such (general) protocols have been the subject of considerable study over a number of years [26], [10], [30], [20], [29], [13], [23], [21], [1], [11].

The more recent literature on supporting mixed criticality systems has identified situations in which the system must move from one criticality level to another [31], [6], [5], [12], [24], [15], for example, in a dual criticality system (low and high) a move from the low criticality mode to the high criticality mode. As a consequence of this move some low criticality work is abandoned (either temporally or permanently).

This type of criticality mode change has a number of similarities with the more general mode changes, but there are some important differences. The abandonment of work (even of a lower criticality) is clearly unacceptable in a fully functioning system, but it may be acceptable as part of a response to a (partial) system failure. In this paper we argue that a criticality mode change is equivalent to a particular form of general mode change (providing graceful degradation).

The paper is organised as follows; next we review the models and forms of analysis for general mode changes. In Section III, we use this context, to position the definition of a criticality mode change. Systems with both general and criticality mode changes are considered in Section IV. Conclusions are provided in Section V.
are planned but the full set of error conditions may not be known in advance. An example would be a ‘limp home’ mode following engine sensor failure.

A system might have ten or more normal modes that are progressed through in a statically defined sequence. It might also have a small number of exceptional modes, and perhaps one or two degraded modes. With more complex systems, modes might be organised hierarchically.

**B. Trigger**

The mode change event (sometimes called request or trigger) is typically related to the state of the system or the system’s environment as indicated via an input reading or an internal state change. For example, a driver touching the brake pedal will generate an event that will move the engine control system from ‘cruise control’ to ‘driver control’.

An event could be timed-trigger if the mode change is coordinated to the ‘time’ of the environment. So a power generation system may switch modes at midnight. Also air traffic control systems have day and night modes (which switch over at a particular time – or at least should do), failure to return to ‘day’ mode being a cause of system failure in the past (see http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-25278163). An example of a relative time trigger is a data collection mode that executes for just 10 minutes before returning to some previous mode.

For graceful degradation the trigger may come from the hardware platform or some health monitoring subsystem.

**C. Protocol**

The mode change event requires a protocol to manage the actual mode change. Such protocols can also be characterised in three ways:

1) Immediate – the mode change event causes an immediate mode change with the old mode jobs being suspended or aborted, and new mode jobs starting immediately.

2) Bounded (sometimes called synchronous [21]) – within a bounded time from the mode change event a point in time is reached in which there are no active jobs from the old mode and hence a clean switch of modes is then possible.

3) Phased (sometimes called asynchronous) – following the mode change event old mode jobs are allowed to complete, and new mode jobs are started within a bounded time.

With Immediate and Bounded, the system is only ever in one mode; with Phased there is a (limited) interval of time in which the modes are overlapping. Some jobs from the new mode have started while other old-mode jobs are yet to complete.

Overlapping can also happen in a distributed or multiprocessor system in which a phased change is necessary as it is not possible to simultaneously inform the entire system of the need to change mode. The propagation of the mode change event will inevitable take time.

Phased changes are the most difficult to analyse as the load on the system is typically higher during the change than it is in either mode [30]. Analysis can however be used to start new tasks as soon as possible commensurate with all deadlines being met during transition [20]. Here a worst-case scenario is assumed, with all old-mode tasks releasing a job just before the mode change occurs. Each of these jobs is allowed to terminate. Each new-mode task has a temporal offset (from the time of the change event) that the scheduling analysis has furnished. So this offset is the minimum possible that will not undermine schedulability during the mode change.

The completion of the old mode is usually defined to be when all current jobs, released in the old mode, have completed. However in some situations a number of old-mode jobs may need to be executed to complete the work of that mode. For example, a buffer of sensor input values from the old mode may need to be cleared before the mode change can occur [21]. And in distributed systems a series of old-mode messages may be in transit and need to be delivered and processed before the mode can be considered complete.

A single processor system implemented via a cyclic executor can easily support a Bounded mode change by waiting until the end of the current major cycle and then switching the (pre-computed) scheduling tables. A system using fixed priority scheduling or EDF can also support a Bounded change by waiting for the next idle tick and then changing the set of eligible tasks [29]. An idle tick is an instant in time when there is no work to undertake apart from new jobs released at that instant. Clearly there can be no causal effect from before to after an idle tick. For multiprocessor systems the coordination of the mode change across the entire platform is more of a challenge [25].

The definition of the mode change protocol must be closely tied to the form of analysis used to verify the system’s behaviour (as indicated below).

**D. Attributes**

In this subsection we define a number of attributes that have been used to define properties of modes and mode change protocols.

A mode is re-entrant if it can be returned to at some time after it was left. Other modes can be termed one-shot (or single-shot) if they can only be entered once, sink if the system never leaves this mode once it has entered it, or initial if the system always starts in that mode. The full set of modes is cyclic if the system systematically and repeated moves through the modes. Alternatively the set of modes is connected (sometime called strongly connected) if the system can move from any mode to any other mode. Obviously a connected set does not have any one-shot or sink modes.

A mode that has aborted jobs is not usually re-entrant. A mode which can give rise to suspended jobs can, however, be re-visited with the suspended jobs continuing from the state they were in.

These definitions are useful but do not cover all interesting cases. For example, a system with four modes, A to D, might have the behaviour that it can start in A or B; it moves backwards and forwards between these modes unless some
event occurs that moves the system to mode C, A and B are never returned to but the system then moves between C and D. The descriptive terms can be assigned to the pairs of modes but not to the individual modes.

Although the above classifications are independent there is some common coupling: Functional mode changes tend to be Bounded and often re-entrant, Operational changes can be Immediate or Phased and may lead to the use of one-shot modes, and Graceful Degradation may require Phased or Immediate changes, and the degraded mode may well be a sink mode.

A particular case of Graceful Degradation concerns execution time overruns. If a task, due to a software error, enters an infinite loop then the only recovery strategy is to abort the task (its current job must be abandoned). This will require an Immediate change. Later the task could be restarted (cold restart) or an alternative task introduced in the new ‘mode’. This task could start cold (no relevant internal state) or warm (if it has access to state updated by the aborted task). A hot standby would most probably be present in the old mode, but be deemed more important once it had taken over from the aborted primary task [22].

E. Definition

In terms of the code contained within a mode, a mode change may involve:

- Tasks that run unaffected in both modes.
- Tasks that run only in the old mode.
- Tasks that run only in new mode.
- Tasks that run in both modes but have their defining parameters changed.

In the latter case, a task could have its period and/or deadline altered, and in a fixed priority scheme its priority. A suspended job may actually be allowed to execute by the background priority; hence there is some overlap in these definitions between tasks that only execute in the old mode, and those that run in both modes but with diminished urgency in the second mode.

A task that has the same release characteristics, but which undertakes altered functionality in the new mode may have a different worst-case execution time in the new mode.

Finally, once ‘criticality’ becomes a task parameter then it is possible for a task to remain unchanged during a mode change, but for its designated criticality to alter. The hot standby introduced above is an example of such a change.

F. Analysis

From a schedulability point of view, different modes have different code requirements. So schedulability in one mode does not imply schedulability in another mode or in any Phased mode change. All modes must be checked, and all Phased changes.

For Immediate mode changes there is no specific scheduling problem, but there is an obligation on the RTOS and/or real-time programming language to facilitate immediate task suspension and/or aborting (which may be quicker). Suspension is needed for re-entrant modes, abort for non re-entrant. If a suspended or aborted job could be holding a resource that is used in the new mode then action must be taken to recover the resource or to allow a ‘suspended’ task to continue to execute until it has released the resource. From a scheduling point of view the mode change may therefore not be truly immediate.

For Phased changes there has been scheduling analysis produced [20] that computes a set of minimum release offsets for each new mode task. Whenever the mode change event occurs these offsets will ensure that all old mode jobs complete by their deadlines, but new mode tasks start as soon as possible. The scheduling of Phased changes is complicated by tasks that change their periods. A seemingly simple change of a task that moves from requiring 6 ticks of computation every 20 to 3 every 10 (or visa versa) can cause deadline misses on other non-changing tasks.

A final complication with Phased changes comes from the possibility of overlapping phases; e.g. during the move from mode A to mode B, a move to mode C is required. Systems tend to avoid this difficult to analysis situation by not allowing a further change until the current change has been completed. However, it may again be necessary to wait until there is a system idle tick before a Bounded or Phased change can be guaranteed to be complete.

A complex system with a large number of modes and possible mode changes can be modelled using state and state transitions formalisms [21]. Formal analysis can be used to verify that a system always remains within safe modes [1].

III. CRITICALITY MODE CHANGES

In this section we review the literature on mixed criticality systems (MCS) that has utilised the notion of criticality modes and mode changes.

Consider a system with \( N \) criticality levels, \( L_0 \ldots L_{N-1} \), executing on a uniprocessor and using priority based scheduling of constrained tasks. Perhaps up to five levels of criticality may be identified in a system (see, for example, the IEC 61508, DO-178B, DO-254 and ISO 26262 standards). Typical names for the levels are ASIL (Automotive Safety and Integrity Levels) and SIL (Safety Integrity Level). It should be noted that not all papers on MCSs assign to ‘criticality’ the same meaning, an issue explored by Graydon and Bate [14].

The standard MCS’s model [31], [6], [5], [12], [24], [15] has the following properties:

- Each task in the system is characterised by the minimum inter-arrival time of its jobs (period denoted by \( T \)), deadline (relative to the release of each job, denoted by \( D \)) and worst-case execution time (one per criticality level), denoted by \( C(L_0) \ldots C(L_{N-1}) \). A key aspect of the standard MCS model is that \( L_x > L_y \Rightarrow C(L_x) \geq C(L_y) \).
- The system starts in the \( L_0 \) mode, and remains in that mode as long as all jobs execute within their low criticality computation times (\( C(L_0) \)).
- If any job executes for its \( C(L_0) \) execution time without completing then the system immediately moves to the
next criticality mode, $L_1$.

- As the system moves to the $L_1$ mode all $L_0$ criticality tasks are abandoned. No further $L_0$ criticality jobs are executed.
- The system remains in the $L_1$ mode unless a job executes for its $C(L_1)$ execution time without completing, the system then immediately moves to the next criticality mode; jobs with criticality level $L_1$ are dropped.
- This process continues (potentially) until the top criticality mode is reached ($L_{N-1}$) with only tasks of this criticality level executing.
- Tasks are assumed to be independent of each other (they do not share any resource other than the processor).

This abstract behavioural model has been very useful in allowing key properties of mixed criticality systems to be derived, but it has been necessary to extend the model to allow for more realistic characteristics such as allowing some lower criticality work to execute in the higher criticality modes and for the lower criticality modes to be reinstated when conditions are appropriate. This is covered in the following papers [5], [28], [27], [18], [9], [4], [16], [17].

So the standard model (SM) defines a path from $L_0$ to $L_{N-1}$. The adaptive model (AM) allows movements in the opposite direction.

Note that work has also been focused on criticality-aware resource control protocols that will allow resource sharing between tasks [7], [32], [19], [33]. This work does not however directly impact mode changing unless resources can be used by tasks of different criticality.

A. Characteristics of a criticality mode change

Using the terms introduced in the Section II we can define the above SM criticality mode change protocol as follows

- $L_0$ is the initial mode.
- $L_{N-1}$ is a sink mode.
- All modes are one-shot.
- Mode transitions are Immediate (or Phased in some models where executing lower criticality jobs are allowed to complete – though usually their deadlines are not guaranteed).
- Following a mode change some tasks only execute in the old mode.
- Some tasks execute in both modes, but their execution times are increased\(^1\).
- There are no ‘new mode’ tasks.

As discussed above the more expressive and adaptive mode (AM) allows systems to regain functionality and move back towards the initial (fully functional) mode [5], [28], [27], [18], [9]. AM is therefore characterised as follows:

- $L_0$ is the initial mode.
- There are no sink modes.
- Mode transitions are typically Bounded.

\(^1\)Some models for MCS have period as well as execution time being criticality dependent [8], [2], [4], [3]; in these models a task’s period may reduce (as well as computation time increase) during a criticality mode change.

- All modes are re-entrant.
- Some tasks execute in both modes, but their execution times (and periods) are deemed to vary.
- There are new-mode tasks when moving mode in the direction of $L_0$.

But what type of mode change are these? First for the standard model (SM). Early papers on MCS [31], [6] were clear that the initial $L_0$ mode is the only expected state for the system to be in. Other criticalities were only introduced so that scheduling analysis can be used to reduce the resource needs of the system. This is done by leveraging the pessimistic execution times assumed for high criticality tasks in the higher criticality modes.

In a two criticality system (LO and HI), these pessimistic values (the $C(HI)$ values) are not expected to be experienced at run-time. Indeed the $C(LO)$ values are most likely to also be pessimistic (though less so of course).

Therefore, a task executing for longer than expected (beyond $C(LO)$) can be deemed to be at fault. And hence a criticality mode change should be described as a form of Graceful Degradation. If one accepts this view then of the $N$ modes, only one reflects normal functionality, all the other $N - 1$ are forms of degraded service – as increasing levels of functionality are being dropped.

For the adaptive model (AM) mode changes are better defined as exceptional (operational). They are planned but may not occur.

All protocols and forms of analysis that have been developed for general mode changes are directly applicable to criticality mode changes (albeit often in a simpler form as a criticality mode change does not have all the characteristics of the more general protocol). So, for example, in the standard model where $L_0$ is the initial mode and $L_{N-1}$ is the sink mode, there are no new-mode tasks. But in the more adaptive scheme where lost work can be returned to (i.e. $L_{N-1}$ is not a sink mode) then new-mode tasks will need to be supported.

In the general literature on fault tolerance, recovering from an error (or partial failure) can either be: degraded service followed by active recovery, or degrading service followed by ‘re-boot’ (e.g. channel re-initialisation in an avionics system). With a ‘re-boot’ the system, in effect, moves from the sink mode to the initial mode, but this is done outside the model of the software. With active recovery the system recovers by moving away from the degraded modes, there are no longer sink modes.

For mixed criticality, the standard model (SM) assumes that the software cannot return to $L_0$. Active recovery requires an adaptive protocol (AM).

IV. SYSTEMS WITH BOTH GENERAL AND CRITICALITY MODE CHANGES

Having established that the main SM criticality mode change is usefully defined as a form of graceful degradation, it seems perfectly reasonable for a large system or system of systems to have both general and criticality mode changes. Some points of interest are:
• Assume the system consists of a set of applications, of potentially different criticality levels.
• A General Mode Change may impact on just one or a subset of applications and therefore criticality levels.
• Graceful Degradation, in general, is most likely to be influenced by criticality.
• A General Mode Change Protocol may involve some tasks changing their criticality designation.

In the latter case a set of tasks may be more critical, say, during take-off than during taxiing. So the same tasks are executing, but are deemed to have different worst-case execution times. Fortunately this is equivalent to the tasks having added functionality and therefore modified worst-case execution times.

If any system uses mode changes in response to component failure then they are bound to use ‘criticality’ to decide which code to abandon and which to retain. One of the common forms of error detection is to use a watch-dog timer. If some event has not occurred by a fixed time then switch mode and protect the key computations. A task executing for longer than assumed during system verification can be identified via timers; the fault that causes the error could be in hardware or software. Here a criticality mode change and a general mode change are essentially the same thing.

A. Example of a system with both forms of mode change

Consider as an example a simplistic cruise control system that has just three modes: two normal modes, standby (SB) and speed control (SC), and one exceptional, collision avoidance (CA). The following point appertain:
• The system starts in SB with the driver in control of the vehicle.
• Movements between the SB and SC modes are normal.
• The transition to CA is operational.
• Movements between SB and SC are Bounded or Phases.
• The trigger for transition to CA is, however, Immediate.
• In all three modes a task that undertakes proximity analysis executes, this task has a reduced period in the CA mode.

The system software is partitioned between two levels of criticality: SIL4 for the safety critical functions, and SIL2 for the rest. The standby (SB) mode contains mainly SIL2 code. The collision avoidance (CA) mode has predominantly SIL4 code and the speed control (SC) mode has both SIL4 and SIL2 code in approximately equal amounts. All SIL2 code has a WCET based on extensive measurement. All SIL4 code has WCET based on pessimistic static analysis. In addition all SIL4 code also has a SIL2 estimate based only on measurement.

If one focuses on the SIL4 code, as a certification authority might, then there is a three mode system with varying amounts of SIL4 code. Similarly, from the fully functional point of view there is the same three mode system but with both SIL4 and SIL2 code.

From a mixed criticality point of view the system must be schedulable when SIL2 values are used for all code, and the system moves between the three functional modes. Additionally, the system must be schedulable in the SC and CA modes when only SIL4 code is executing and SIL4 WCET values are used.

If only Bounded or Immediate modes changes are used then the system is, at any time, only in one of three normal functional modes. This leads to explicit tests to:

• Check SB in SIL2 mode and SIL4 mode.
• Check SC in SIL2 mode and SIL4 mode.
• Check SC during transition to SIL4 mode
• Check CA in SIL2 mode and SIL4 mode.
• Check CA during transition to SIL4 mode

If however Phased changes are part of the functional design then one would have to (in addition):

• Check Phased changes in SIL2
• Check Phased changes in SIL4
• Check Phased changes with transition to SIL4

This latter case might be difficult to formulate in terms of identifying the worst-case scenario.

What this simple example indicates is that a system has orthogonal functional and criticality modes. And a system can move between functional modes, criticality modes and both at the same time. So with this example, the system could move from SC in SIL2 to CA in SIL4. But it could not move in the opposite direction. All realistic possibilities must therefore be checked as part of the system’s verification.

As indicated earlier, simultaneous general mode changes are often prohibited due to the complexity they introduce. Unfortunately the introduction of orthogonal criticality mode changes has re-introduced simultaneous changes.

V. Conclusions

We have surveyed existing mode change models to provide a framework in which:

• Mode change protocols are defined to move a system between Functional modes (normal, exceptional or degraded).
• Mode change events are Immediate, Bounded or Phased.
• Each mode is defined by its tasks, and attributes such as being re-entrant, the initial mode, a sink mode or a one-shot mode (or a combination thereof).
• Tasks can exist in more than one mode, though parameters may be mode specific.
• Some tasks are mode specific.
• During a mode change, tasks may be suspended or aborted.

In the standard model of a criticality change, the proposed protocols are closest in behaviour to:

1) Graceful degradation; i.e. reduced functionality after the change.
2) Immediate or Bounded triggers, with aborted or suspended tasks.
3) Some tasks exist in both modes, but some only in the earlier mode; there are no new-mode tasks.
4) Tasks that exist in both modes may have their (worst-case) computation times increased and/or their periods decreased, and/or their criticality changed.

For papers that have attempted to define a more adaptive criticality mode change protocol, the behaviours are different:
1) The initial mode is normal, others are considered exceptional.
2) Bounded triggers are used, with suspended tasks.
3) Some tasks exist in both modes, new-mode tasks are present when changing mode in a direction toward the initial mode.
4) Tasks that exist in both modes may have their (worst-case) computation times, periods or criticality levels changed.

This difference underpins discussion that have occurred at workshops and seminars on mixed criticality. Low criticality work is still ‘critical’ and so cannot be abandoned lightly. The standard model appears to happily abort mission critical work. This has lead researchers to focus on adaptive schemes that minimise the harm done to this work. But the standard model does not advocate abandonment; rather it gives structural support to a form of graceful degradation following a timing error. It ensures that following a timing error the higher critical work can still be guaranteed. The more adaptive models should be seem as providing fault tolerance and error recovery.

In general, a system will be in both a functional mode and a criticality mode. But there will be some functional modes that have only one criticality; and some modes will be the target of graceful degradation both because of functional failures and execution time overruns.
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Mixed-Criticality Support in a High-Assurance, General-Purpose Microkernel
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Abstract—We explore a model for mixed-criticality support in seL4, a high-assurance microkernel designed for real-world use. Specifically we investigate how the seL4 model can be extended without compromising its security properties and its general-purpose nature, including high average-case performance. The proposed model introduces reservations, with admission control performed at user level, similar to how seL4 handles spatial resources.

I. INTRODUCTION

seL4 is a high-performance microkernel of unprecedented assurance, with a machine-checked proof of implementation correctness, as well as proofs of spatial isolation properties (integrity and confidentiality) [1]. This makes it an excellent base for security-critical uses, particularly systems where security-critical components share a processor with less critical code, such as a critical crypto service co-located with an untrusted Linux system running in a virtual machine.

Our aim is to evolve seL4 into a platform for supporting similar setups in the safety-critical domain, without compromising the kernel’s security properties nor its excellent performance [2]. A first step was a complete and sound analysis of seL4’s worst-case execution-time (WCET) latencies [3]. The obvious next step is support for mixed-criticality scheduling, i.e. the ability to guarantee the timely execution of highly critical tasks in the presence of less critical tasks with potentially tighter timeliness requirements.

The cost of formal verification (although less than that of traditional high assurance [1]) provides a strong disincentive to maintaining multiple variants of a verified system. Furthermore, security is increasingly becoming a safety issue, as demonstrated by the recent spate of car-hacking [4]. We are therefore interested in widening the application domain of seL4, without losing any of its existing benefits.

Specifically, we are looking for a design which satisfies the following requirements:

- It preserves seL4’s strong spatial isolation properties, its support for transparently interposing security monitors between communicating components, as well as its best/average case performance.
- Criticality (i.e. ability to meet deadlines) must be orthogonal to urgency (proximity of deadline), in that an overcommitted system must meet deadlines of all criticality levels that would be met if none of the lower-critical tasks had been admitted. Admission control (i.e. schedulability analysis) must be possible without making any assumptions on less critical tasks.
- Tasks of different urgency and criticality must be able to share resources.
- There must be no significant (algorithmic or overhead-related) capacity loss, and any slack time must be available for best-effort tasks.
- To support certification re-use, it must be possible to admit black-box components solely based on their criticality, processor utilisation and minimal period.
- Any policy, including admission control, must be implemented at user level, the kernel is only to provide general mechanisms.
- The model must not impose restrictions on the programming model beyond what is required to satisfy all other requirements. In particular, we do not require that all shared resources are multi-threaded.

Clearly, this means that we need to provide asymmetric temporal isolation (lower criticality tasks cannot interfere with the timeliness of higher criticality tasks) enforced by runtime monitoring, with the ability to switch to a higher criticality mode of execution when the system is unable to meet all deadlines. The system should degrade gracefully in such a case, meaning that task of a certain criticality should only miss deadlines if higher-criticality tasks leave insufficient slack (i.e. we should maximize the number of high levels of criticality that meet their deadlines).

We rule out user-level, hierarchical scheduling as it introduces concurrency between user-level and the kernel. The verification of seL4 relies on the kernel remaining single-threaded to avoid the state-space explosion inherent in proofs about concurrent programs. Additionally, the current C semantics of the proof framework do not support concurrent programs [5]. However, the black-box and interposition requirements imply a requirement for delegation of CPU allocation, which we provide by leveraging seL4’s capability system.

The requirements for retaining seL4’s security and performance properties imply that we retain the basics of the seL4 model, which we summarize in Section II. We explore a model that satisfies the above requirements in Section III and discuss the approach to resource sharing in Section IV. We presently restrict our thinking to uniprocessor systems.

II. SE L4 BASICS

seL4 is a capability-based microkernel system with strong security and spatial isolation guarantees. Like other L4 microkernels, seL4 adheres to the minimality principle which allows features in the kernel only if the required functionality could not be achieved by a user-level implementation [6].
Specifically, device drivers are not part of the kernel, but run as unprivileged processes, the only exceptions being a timer driver and a driver for the interrupt controller.

The most significant difference between seL4 and other microkernels is its (spatial) resource-management model: The kernel, after booting up, never allocates any memory. Instead, all memory not needed to boot the kernel is handed to a user-level manager. When performing an operation that requires allocation of kernel data structures, such as creating threads or address spaces, the invoking user-level process must provide the kernel with memory for storing those data structures. Hence, all memory is completely managed by user-level code, subject to policies implemented at user level.

The kernel only supports a small number of abstractions: threads as the execution abstraction, address spaces for memory management and spatial protection, and endpoints for communication. Synchronous endpoints are rendezvous points for message-passing communication (synchronous IPC). Asynchronous endpoints support non-blocking signalling; they are essentially binary semaphores. Threads are tied to address spaces and communicate via endpoints. In earlier versions of L4, IPC messages were addressed directly to threads rather than endpoints. This model was abandoned as it introduces covert channels [7].

All access rights in seL4 are represented by capabilities [8], unforgeable access tokens protected by the kernel. Capabilities can be transmitted via IPC (subject to appropriate access rights) and support privilege delegation. For example, the initial resource manager can hand control over a partition of memory to another process, which then can manage that memory autonomously.

The delegatable user-level control over memory is the key to the strong, provable spatial isolation properties of seL4 [9], [10]. It is also useful for temporal isolation, as it can be used to partition caches [11], which can reduce WCET bounds [12].

IPC is also authorised by capabilities: a thread needs an endpoint capability in order to send or receive messages. Besides the simple send() and wait() (i.e. receive) operations, the kernel offers two combined send-receive operations, call() and reply _wait().

call() is an RPC-like operation typically used by clients to invoke a server; it consists of a send to a specified endpoint, followed by waiting on a reply. It is semantically different from send() immediately followed by wait() in two respects: (i) the transition between sending and waiting to receive is atomic, and thus non-preemptible, and (ii) instead of specifying an endpoint from which to receive the reply message, the kernel during the send phase creates a temporary one-shot endpoint for the reply, and transfers the corresponding reply cap to the server. Similarly, reply _wait() combines the reply to the caller (through the reply cap) and waiting for the next request in one atomic system call.

Management of the resource time is less developed, and time is in fact considered the last concept for which no satisfactory abstraction has been found to date [2]. Consequently, scheduling is deliberately left underspecified in seL4 [14]; the present implementation uses a fixed-priority round-robin scheduler.

III. PROPOSED SCHEDULING MODEL

In order to support temporal isolation we add reservations to seL4. This approach had been introduced by RT-Mach [15], and later deployed in resource kernels [16]. Traditional reservations contain task scheduling parameters enforced by the kernel, specifically a limit on CPU time consumed over some interval. Additionally, the kernel performs an admission test to make sure the set of reservations is schedulable.

Mixed-criticality systems leverage the slack left from conservative WCET estimates of higher criticality tasks to run lower criticality tasks, thus increasing the overall utilisation of a system. This is achieved by allocating the excess budget of high-criticality tasks (from now on called “high tasks” for simplicity) to tasks of lower criticality. Asymmetric protection ensures high tasks meet their deadlines, even if this violates the temporal constraints of low tasks, but not vice versa. Recent models for mixed criticality systems [17] implement this through a mode change: if the system is unable to meet its deadlines, it increases the system criticality level, and tasks below that level are no longer guaranteed to meet their deadlines.

Our proposed model differs from traditional reservations in that we only guarantee upper bounds on execution time, and by delegating all admission control to user level.

A. Reservation capabilities

An seL4 reservation is a kernel object, and thus is represented by a reservation capability (“resCap”). Like any capabilities, resCaps can be easily delegated to subsystems through existing capability transfer mechanisms. A thread can only run if it is associated with a resCap, and a resCap can only be associated with a single thread at a time. Threads can share resCaps by cooperatively scheduling through IPC, as will be explained in Section IV.

Reservations act as sporadic servers [18], characterized by a budget, period and relative deadline, which encapsulates the processor share and replenishment frequency the reservation entities. The kernel enforces budgets through a timer interrupt.

B. Scheduling

For now we retain seL4’s fixed-priority scheduler, although, in order to experiment with EDF scheduling, we treat the median priority (126) special: threads at this priority use the deadline parameter for EDF scheduling (but only if no threads of a higher fixed priority are runnable), similar to Ada [19]. Reservations of EDF threads are treated as hard CBS [20].

When the current reservation’s budget is depleted, it is placed into a waiting queue ordered by replenishment time, unless the reservation is a full reservation (100%, i.e. budget

1The kernel executes with interrupts disabled and limits interrupt latencies through strategically placed preemption points; none are in performance-critical IPC code [13].

2For security-oriented temporal isolation the scheduler is configurable with multiple non-preemptible scheduling domains, which are scheduled for a fixed time slice. These domains are unsuitable for real-time use due to the large algorithmic capacity loss and the high interrupt latencies.
Obviously a thread with a full reservation should have a low priority, unless it is trusted not to overrun its budget, in which case a full reservation with a long period can be used to avoid the overhead of run-time monitoring.

Our model of reservations enforcing upper bounds of CPU usage encourages overcommitting, round-robin threads being an example. Schedulability analysis is a user-level concern. In fact, the kernel lacks the information to determine schedulability, as this would require locating and examining all resCaps that are associated with some thread.

C. Admission testing

Admission testing implements a particular policy, e.g. online vs off-line, dynamic vs static, the degree of overloading allowed, and whom to trust not to overrun their reservations. According to the minimality principle it should therefore be performed at user level. Admission tests can also be very complex and hard to formally verify.

The basic safety mechanism is control over creation of reservations. We restrict this to the holder of the special sched_control capability, who is in complete control over time allocation in the system. The holder is trusted to perform an admission test upon a request for a reservation. seL4’s startup protocol provides the sched_control capability to the initial process, which may then transfer it to a dedicated time manager. It may also split the total available bandwidth and delegate partitions to individual managers, which achieves most of the benefits of hierarchical scheduling without its cost.

This approach is analogous to seL4’s mechanism for controlling memory, where the initial process obtains rights to all free memory. It is also similar to how seL4 manages access to devices: the holder of a special IRQ_control capability grants device drivers the rights to specific interrupts. On seL4, all resource management is performed by trusted user-level servers, and time is no longer an exception.

Schedulability depends on priorities as well as reservations. The system provides a safety mechanism by associating each thread with a maximum controlled priority (MCP). While a holder of a thread capability can control that thread’s priority, the kernel will not allow it to raise any thread’s priority (including its own) to a value higher than its own MCP.\footnote{Note that a thread’s actual priority can exceed its MCP, provided it has been set by another thread with a sufficiently high MCP.}

D. Task Model

We adopt the sporadic task model, where tasks are an infinite series of jobs. A task is represented by an seL4 thread, and a job is the release of a thread by the kernel.

A thread has an optional asynchronous trigger endpoint; by waiting on that endpoint, the thread indicates job completion. A thread that does not complete is rate-limited by its reservation.

Job release happens by signalling that endpoint, thus resuming the thread’s execution. The kernel signals the endpoint when the thread’s budget is recharged, thus supporting time-triggered tasks. Alternatively the endpoint can be signalled by some event, e.g. an interrupt or another thread, resulting in an event-triggered task. Such a thread does not actually become runnable until its recharge time has passed (until that occurs, it has no budget to run).

The kernel has no concept of threads being real-time or not: whether a thread is able to meet its deadlines solely depends on whether the thread’s budget is sufficient for its WCET; and whether the system is over-committed at the thread’s priority.

E. Criticality

We add a criticality field to seL4 threads, and track a global kernel criticality level. The criticality level is changed at user-level by invoking the sched_control capability. Threads whose criticality is less than the global kernel criticality will not be scheduled: instead, they are postponed by the period of their reservation, at which point the criticality level may have changed. This approach maintains the preemption level of the lower criticality workload, but allows threads to come back online automatically once the criticality level is restored.

F. Mode Changes

To enable the mode change required for mixed-criticality support, we introduce a simple, policy-free mechanism: temporal exceptions. This extends the existing seL4 exception handling approach, which associates an exception endpoint with each thread. When a thread triggers an exception, the kernel sends a message to the exception endpoint. A handler thread waiting on that endpoint can then handle the exception. In a practical system, many threads share the same exception endpoint (and thus handler), typically the responsible operating-system personality.

For temporal exceptions we introduce a second, optional, temporal exception endpoint. The kernel sends a message to this endpoint if the thread exceeds its budget or overruns its deadline. If the thread has no temporal exception endpoint, it is silently rate-limited. The handler, assumed to be a highly-privileged thread, can then transition the system into high-criticality mode.

How the handler responds to the exception depends on the policy of the system. Some systems may have infrequent and short mode changes, where all lower criticality threads should be briefly suspended until the system returns to normal. In this case, using the kernels criticality mechanism is suitable: the overrunning thread’s budget can be increased to parameters for a higher criticality mode, and the kernel criticality level increased. Alternatively, if the system requires that lower criticality threads remain runnable but with weaker or no guarantees, the exception handler can reduce the priorities of lower criticality tasks [21], or give high tasks full reservations and boost their priorities. Under any mode switch policy, the exception handler needs its own (high-priority) reservation, which must be factored into the cost of the mode switch.

The opportunity to return to a lower criticality level can be detected by using a dedicated thread running at a priority below that of all threads at or above the current criticality level, but above the (down-graded) priority of all low threads (should
they be runnable). When the kernel schedules this thread, it is an indication that there is slack in the system, and the thread can move the system toward normality by restoring scheduling parameters or increasing the kernel criticality level.

IV. RESOURCE SHARING

The frequently made assumption of no sharing across criticality levels is unrealistic [21]. For example, the low-level flight control of a unmanned aircraft (UAV) is highly critical, as it ensures the vehicle remains stable and on track, its failure would lead to loss of the UAV. The UAV’s mission control determines, in communication with the ground station or based on analyzing sensor input, where the vehicle is to go next. It is less critical, as ground control can re-transmit commands or the analysis can be repeated. But, in order to be effective, mission control must share resources with flight control, e.g. the way points updated by mission control and used by flight control.

By definition, sharing implies that a high task may be blocked while a low task is holding a resource. A shared resource must therefore be considered to have the same criticality as its highest client, including a WCET certified at the level required for that client. We furthermore require a mechanism that allows the high task to progress if the low task runs out of budget while holding the resource.

In seL4 we model shared resources as resource servers accessed via synchronous IPC [22]. We distinguish between active servers, which have their own reservation, and passive servers, which do not. A passive server can only execute by another thread transferring its reservation to the server. Such a transfer happens during synchronous IPC: when a client invokes a server (via a call() IPC operation), its reservation is transferred to the receiver, and the server returns it when completing (via the reply_wait operation), see Figure 1. Such a server is said to execute on a borrowed reservation.

This is similar to time-slice donation in earlier L4 versions [23], with one crucial difference: a reservation will only transfer if the receiver does not already have a reservation (a passive server or a thread which has transferred away its reservation). That way, all of a passive server’s execution time is forced to be accounted against a client-provided reservation, while an active server will always execute on its own reservation. Both cases enforce temporal isolation between clients.

Reservation transfer avoids invoking the scheduler or updating accounting parameters, key properties for maintaining seL4’s highly-efficient IPC. But we obviously need to consider budget expiry and mode changes.

A. Priority Inversion

Resource servers are critical sections, which means to maintain system schedulability we must provide a mechanism to avoid unbounded priority inversion. Priority inheritance (besides its other drawbacks such as implementation complexity and long worst-case blocking times) is infeasible to implement in a security-oriented model of IPC being mediated by endpoints: the kernel has no knowledge of who will be receiving messages sent to a specific endpoint, and thus cannot determine which thread should inherit the priority of the sender thread blocked on the endpoint. Similar comments apply to the original priority-ceiling protocol.

Instead we provide the means for user-level code to implement basic priority ceilings, following highest locker’s protocol (HLP), where resources are assigned ceiling priorities and tasks that acquire a resource run at the ceiling priority immediately. HLP is used in POSIX for PRIO_PROTECT with one key difference, while POSIX runs the task at the highest priority of any resources held, our model assumes that nested resource access will be in ascending priority order. The kernel mechanism for this is simple: even a passive server has a defined priority, at which it executes irrespective of the priority of the thread whose reservation the server borrowed. A correct system configuration then requires that resource servers are given the correct ceiling priority. (Note that user-level can, in principle, do this assignment automatically: only clients who have a send capability on the server’s request endpoint can invoke the server. The resource manager which distributes these capabilities can adjust the server priority to the maximum of the priorities of all clients to which it hands the server’s request endpoint capability.)

B. Budget Expiry

If the budget of a server’s borrowed reservation expires before the server completes the request, the server is left in a state where it cannot serve other client’s requests until the borrowed reservation is replenished. This constitutes a potential criticality inversion, where a high thread must trust that any low thread invoking the server does it with sufficient budget, obviously not an acceptable situation.

The helping approach taken by Fiasco [23], where clients donate budget to the blocked thread to get it out of the server, does not work in the security-oriented IPC endpoint design: The kernel has no way of knowing on which endpoint the server will attempt to receive next, and thus cannot determine the helper.

Temporal exceptions are a suitable mechanism for recovering from this situation. When the reservation expires, the kernel sends an exception message to the owner of the reservation (i.e. the thread to which the reservation was allocated, ignoring any borrowing). The temporal exception handler is then responsible for the recovery action. Possible actions include giving the faulter an emergency budget or resetting the server back to a defined state (ready to receive further requests) and sending an error replying to the client on the server’s behalf.

The exception handler has its own reservation, which must be sufficient to implement the policy required by that server. Note that the required budget can be quite large, if the number of a server’s low clients is large, and it must be replenished at the highest rate of all clients. Clearly, cross-criticality resource-sharing must be done wisely. seL4’s protection mechanisms help limit such sharing, by controlling the distribution of capabilities to server request endpoints.

C. Mode change

Mode changes can occur while a shared resource is being accessed, specifically while threads are enqueued on the resource endpoint or actively using the resource. We lazily detect
if threads queued on an endpoint have sufficient criticality: if a high-criticality server attempts to receive a message and the client has insufficient criticality, it will be removed from the endpoint queue and post-poned. The IPC operation will restart when the client is scheduled after the kernel criticality level has been raised. Threads actively using a resource during a criticality change are detected when they are next scheduled: the kernel detects that the server is running on a reservation belonging to a thread with an insufficient criticality level, and sends a temporal exception to the servers temporal exception handler, which can reset the server.

Of course, the approach described above works only for systems using the kernel criticality level to implement mode changes. Other mode change policies involve client priorities being lowered or raised, and/or reservation parameters changing. Endpoint queues are reordered on priority change, and tasks that are suspended have pending IPC messages cancelled, while changing reservation parameters has no effect on the endpoint queues, but will result in an exception triggering the budget expiry handler if a thread no longer has budget to complete a resource request.

A server’s borrowed reservation may run out of budget after a mode change, resulting in a temporal exception. As the server runs at the ceiling priority, which should be unaffected by the mode change, a change of the client priority will not take effect until the server replies to the client. This increases the worst-case cost of the mode change.

We observe that handling of a temporal exception depends greatly on circumstances: An exception triggered by a low thread may simply be ignored, resulting in rate-limiting. If the low thread’s budget expires while borrowed by a server, a reset action may be required. If, however, a high thread’s budget expires, this may require a mode switch. This means that the handler needs sufficient information to determine the course of action. To solve this, we allow a data word to be set in each scheduling context which is delivered with the temporal fault message. Systems can set this data word to identify the client, or the clients criticality, within the temporal fault handler.

D. Summary

Our kernel changes in total account for a 2045 LoC patch. This includes the addition of a release queue of pending and rate-limited jobs, reservations, criticalities, improved timer driver and modifications to the IPC path.

V. RELATED WORK

Traditional resource kernels [24] support slack reuse but do not guarantee deadlines of low-criticality tasks even if this does not prevent high tasks from timely execution. Burns and Davis [17] present a detailed survey of mixed-criticality systems research. The systems closest to ours in their aims are COMPOSITE and Fiasco.

COMPOSITE [25] completely frees the kernel from any scheduling policy by providing mechanisms for hierarchical user-level scheduling. It reduces overhead-related capacity loss by configuration buffers shared between user-level and the kernel. Some capacity loss remains as timer interrupts must be delivered down the scheduling hierarchy. This approach does not suit seL4, as the required reasoning about concurrent access (by kernel and user-level) to those buffers would drastically increase verification overhead [1]. Unlike all L4 microkernels, COMPOSITE implements a migrating thread model [26]. This implies that access to shared resources does not block, thus avoiding priority inversion, although at the cost of requiring all server code to be re-entrant, a requirement we do not want to impose.

A version of Fiasco [23] uses bandwidth inheritance [27] over IPC, which is analogous to priority inheritance. For security reasons, Fiasco has also moved to IPC mediated through endpoints, so this approach does not work in later versions of the kernel.

Brandenburg introduces an IPC protocol for clustered multicore mixed criticality systems using EDF and CBS, using multiple IPC queues to separate critical real-time and non-critical background tasks [22]. As it uses unmediated IPC,
their approach does not directly apply to seL4. They avoid mode changes by servers prioritizing high clients irrespective of scheduling priority, and resetting a server on budget expiry.

Quest-V [28] is a separation kernel which can be used to sandbox tasks of different criticalities, allowing them to freely share hardware, however has no support for mode changes and thus offers no utilisation increase. Lackorzynski showed that to virtualise multiple mixed criticality RTOSes, information must be passed between the guest and host about mode changes to avoid violating the schedulability guarantees of either guest, and implemented this in Fiasco.OC [29]. An implementation of mixed criticality systems in Ada, demonstrates reordering of priorities on mode change [30].

Recent proposals adapt the original priority-ceiling protocol to mixed criticality [31], [32], but are unsuitable for us as explained in Section IV-A.

VI. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

We have outlined a model for supporting mixed-criticality scheduling in seL4. The model supports cross-criticality resource sharing and mode switches, while retaining seL4’s security properties and high average-case performance.

We have a mostly complete implementation and are presently working on evaluating it by building practical mixed-criticality systems on top, including a UAV and a space satellite. This will be the real test of the practicality of the proposed approach. In particular, we need this practical experience to determine the best approach to the (user-level) implementation of mode switches and temporal exception handling.
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Abstract—This paper addresses some of the challenges of creating a system that enables not only the temporal isolation required for mixed-criticality systems, but also the necessary spatial isolation that enables the decoupling of assurance levels required for different pieces of software. We discuss the application of fine-grained isolation, hierarchical resource management, and the paravirtualization of a legacy RTOSs API, all to enable the system designer to harness memory isolation to control the assurance required for system components.

I. INTRODUCTION

Real-time / embedded system developers face increasing pressure to reduce the size, weight, and power (SWaP) requirements of devices. One solution to reduce SWaP is to package multiple applications onto a single chip and to partition access to the chip resources among the applications. When such applications have differing safety-critical importance, the integration of these applications on a shared platform creates a mixed criticality system (MCS). A problem with MCSs is in sharing resources between applications at different criticality levels, because blocking synchronization primitives can lead to low-criticality tasks interfering with high-criticality tasks. When the MCS is scheduled globally, i.e. the same scheduler handles all tasks, solutions based on priority-based synchronization primitives can be applied—for example, criticality-aware versions of the priority inheritance and priority ceiling protocols [1], [2]. However, if the MCS lacks a global scheduler then the job of ensuring that resource synchronization does not cause low-criticality tasks to interfere with high-criticality tasks becomes more difficult. In particular, MCSs that use hierarchical scheduling [3] do not have global scheduling knowledge.

When used with only two levels, a parent scheduler and its children schedulers, a hierarchically-scheduled MCS schedules applications at different criticality levels with distinct children schedulers. The parent scheduler is trusted to schedule the children according to criticality, and each child schedules the application tasks independently. A popular mechanism to support two-level hierarchical scheduling is to use virtualization, with the parent executing in the hypervisor and each child in a guest virtual machine. Applications can be used with minimal modifications and the hypervisor ensures safety of the high-criticality tasks. A problem with hierarchical scheduling with virtualization technology is that performance degradation is prohibitive when children are given small budgets, for example in RT-Xen budgets less than 1 ms lead to untenable scheduler overhead [4]. Another problem with using hierarchical scheduling for MCS is that the existing solutions for task synchronization cannot be adopted easily for resource sharing, because there is no uniform scheduling policy to arbitrate priority and criticality between different schedulers in the hierarchy.

In this paper, we introduce MC-HiRES, Mixed Criticality Hierarchical RESource management, which supports MCSs in the COMPOSITE operating system via hierarchical scheduling with the benefits of minimal modification of applications, small performance loss, and resource sharing between applications at different criticality levels. MC-HiRES is a logical extension of our HiRES [3] system with support for MCSs. The primary modification to HiRES is support for a range of mappings of event notification threads (ENTs) to nodes (components) in the hierarchy to provide for strong temporal isolation even in the presence of shared resource synchronization. MC-HiRES avoids the performance problems of virtualization-based hierarchical scheduling by using a guest-aware approach requiring minor modifications i.e. paravirtualization. The problem of task synchronization in a hierarchically-scheduled MCS is handled by locating synchronization primitive (locks) in servers that mediate access to shared resources among the clients, which may have different criticalities. Subject to the server having the highest criticality of its clients, MC-HiRES thus solves the two identified above for an MCS using hierarchical scheduling.

We demonstrate MC-HiRES by paravirtualizing a legacy RTOS, FReERTOS, to split RTOS services and application threads into separate components. Isolating application threads enables system designers to assign different criticalities to threads, thus allowing an MCS design without modifying application software. (Slight modification is made to the FReERTOS kernel.) We evaluate the overhead of using semaphore and message queue services within the FReERTOS kernel and between application threads and the kernel. Performance loss occurs due to the introduction of spatial isolation along RTOS service calls, but the performance is reasonable with an overhead around 0.25 µ-seconds each time a call is made between criticalities.

Contributions. This paper’s contributions include:

• An introduction to the component-based system structuring model, its uses, and the implications for both temporal and spatial isolation of mixed criticality embedded systems.

• A simple extension to our existing hierarchical resource management system (HiRES) to enable hierarchical scheduling for MCS to ensure the mutual temporal/spatial isolation of different criticalities.
A system design that provides isolation of mixed-criticality applications from each other for a legacy embedded system that does not provide memory protection, using component-based memory isolation facilities of COMPOSITE.

II. MC-AWARE MEMORY ISOLATION IN COMPOSITE

The COMPOSITE component-based OS provides support for memory protection between separate user-level components based on hardware page-tables. Each component includes local memory for data, code, heap, and stacks that is isolated from other components. Each component exports zero or more interfaces consisting of a number of function call entry-points, and has a set of dependencies on the interfaces exported by other components. Components are passive: only if a thread is explicitly created within the component, or if a thread executing in another component invokes an exported function, will execution occur in a component.

Inter-component communication. Invocations of a function exported by a component result in IPC via thread migration. The same schedulable thread executing in the client, resumes execution in the server. After completing its execution in the server, it resumes execution in the client. Control flow integrity is maintained as the server controls its entry-points, thus ensuring that only intended functionality is conducted. Upon entry into the server, sanity checks akin to those done by a traditional kernel in system-call handlers are conducted on parameters. The scheduling context migrates between components (thus scheduling components control thread, not component, execution), it switches between component-local execution state, including execution stacks. These stacks are managed [5] to trade-off the amount of memory they require, and the timing properties of the system if multiple schedulable threads require more stacks than are available in a component (mediated by predictable sharing protocols). In this paper, we assume a simple static allocation of stacks to components commensurate to the number of threads in the system. The sum benefit of this inter-component communication mechanism is that the end-to-end timing analysis of a thread are identical to those in traditional systems. This explicitly avoids the dependent-task scheduling problems often encountered by IPC mechanisms that involve coordination between multiple threads. These existing analyses are often pessimistic, especially in a system with large numbers of components.

Resource sharing. Note that resource sharing must still be taken into account, but the prescribed mechanism for this is to mediate all sharing of a specific resource within a critical section within a component. For example, COMPOSITE has a mailbox component that enables multiple threads to communicate via asynchronous message passing. The buffers that hold the data being passed between threads are mediated within the component via a critical section protected by a lock supporting predictable resource sharing. By default we use a lock component that provides priority inheritance. For an MCS, the lock component is problematic because all threads of different criticalities are exposed to each other’s interference within the server, and within the critical section. However, all other execution in other components can be segregated between criticalities.

Resource sharing mediated by memory-protected components simplifies the analysis of the system. The worst-case hold time of any shared resource (the worst-case critical section length) is provided by the implementation of the mediating component. That component’s code is trusted given a combination of the control flow integrity of the IPC mechanism, and its memory isolation. Assuming the component has code appropriate for the criticality of all of its clients, the impact of the resource sharing on each of their timing is invariant on the clients, and only a property of the mediating component itself. This simplifies sharing between criticality levels by design, and enables traditional protocols such as Priority Ceiling Protocol to provide predictability, though MC-specific resource sharing protocols can be used (by simply using a different lock component).

Though implementing the sharing of resources in components implies the overhead of communication with that component, round-trip IPC (called “component invocation” here) in COMPOSITE is as efficient as the fastest IPC implementations, and is on the order of 600 cycles on our Intel i7-2760QM CPU running at 2.4Ghz (i.e. 0.25 μ-seconds).

A. Mixed-Criticality-Aware Memory Isolation in COMPOSITE

Fig. 1: Example system component structures (S component = scheduler, mm = memory manager). Arrows are component dependencies, and dashed components are harnessed by the low-criticality application. Thus, they require assurance under more complex workloads and must handle more features. The blue region requires a higher level of certification, than the red. Ideally, the blue region would contain only non-dashed, simple components. (a) Traditional structure where high (H) and low (L) criticality applications share all system services. Significant portions of the system requires both full featured support for L and high assurance of those components. (b) Separation kernel-style isolation. Only services specialized to H require high levels of assurance, but sharing between H and L is difficult. (c) Selective sharing of functionalities between applications controlling the assurance level required vs. complexity of each component, and hierarchical resource management.

The COMPOSITE thread migration-based inter-component communication mechanism enables the use of traditional scheduling analyses that operate on threads (rather than components, or component-specific threads) and that consider critical sections using predictable resource sharing protocols. The major implication is that thread migration enables the fine-grained decomposition of the system into components, thus strengthening memory isolation. In COMPOSITE, even the lowest-level system services are implemented as components, including: the schedulers, lock managers, time managers, physical memory management, file systems, networking, and drivers. Each component is independently redeployable (assuming its interface dependencies are satisfied), and the entire system can be viewed as a graph of components.
The combination of fine-grained components, the component definition of low-level services, and the use of traditional end-to-end thread timing analysis together provide the ability to explicitly design the structure of the system to mimic that of the criticalities of the different components in the system. The criticality of each component might be static—dependent on off-line tests and analysis of the component’s code—or might be dependent on what other component’s depend on it, i.e. the workloads for which it is tested. One thing is clear: the high-criticality applications must depend only on high-criticality components. More specifically, the transitive closure over the dependency relation seeded with the high-criticality applications must contain only components that are high-criticality. Importantly, this enables the system to minimize the amount of software that requires high-criticality certification. Whereas in traditional systems that include many system services in the same memory protection domain, all of which must be certified to the highest criticality level, COMPOSITE enables the decoupling of memory and temporal interference between different services.

What is the “correct” amount of sharing between the component graphs for different applications? Figure 1 depicts a simple embedded system with each policy implemented as a separate component. The three different configurations of the system represent (1) a traditional system structure in which applications of different criticalities share many components, requiring that they be certified to the confidence-level of the highest application, (2) a separation kernel-like system in which different criticalities share as few components as possible, and (3) a system with nuanced sharing of components between criticality levels dependent on the sharing relationships and resource availabilities of the system. The benefit of avoiding separation kernel-like share-nothing system organizations is exactly the fact that it is convenient for criticalities to share information and resources between each other (e.g. a hard real-time subsystem sharing data to be displayed by an interface). In resource-constrained embedded systems, the extra memory required for separate images and data structures for components replicated between criticalities can be undesirable.

Summary. COMPOSITE enables the straightforward end-to-end analysis of the timing of threads that execute across many components, thus enabling the fine-grained decomposition of the system software into memory-isolated protection domains. Sharing is mediated by service components, and the interference between threads (of different criticalities) is dependent on the mediating component’s properties, and is not variant on the contending threads—the critical section interference stays the same, regardless. The criticality and structure of the system’s components can be configured to minimize how much software requires high certification, mirror the sharing requirements of applications, and appropriately trade resource usage. This configurability is where the non-traditional, flexible means of constructing a system of components, combined with the fine-grained memory isolation, provides significant benefit for an MCS.

III. MC-AWARE HIERARCHICAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Defining resource management components for a single resource, such as CPU scheduling, across different criticalities is difficult in a system structured as in Figure 1(b). Using CPU management as an example, each scheduler in the system contends for the processor, and the scheduler that should control the CPU at any point in time is not clear. The tension between decentralizing resource management—to customize it for different criticalities, and to increase isolation between them—and deciding at any point which manager to give access to the CPU, motivates our previous work on HiRES [3]. HiRES provides a set of protocols to enable resource manager coordination for hierarchical resource management for CPU, memory, and I/O. In this paper, we focus on extending such protocols to support CPU management and scheduling components for MCSs.

Hierarchical scheduling enables multiple concurrent scheduling components in the system. Though in the simplest case, schedulers form a tree of arbitrary depths, HiRES supports a directed, acyclic graph (DAG) of scheduler structures as well. Each (child) scheduler receives execution time from parent schedulers, and the root scheduler delegates all time to its children. HiRES enables each scheduler, regardless of how deep it is in the hierarchy, to dispatch between threads (and even schedule interrupts) with constant and comparable overhead. As each scheduler is implemented as a separate component, they benefit from memory isolation. Thus, possibly complex scheduling policies with dynamic workloads for low-criticality applications can be removed from the certification burden of the high-criticality domain by relying on a simple parent scheduler to mediate between criticalities (e.g., the bottom scheduler in Figure 1(c)).

HiRES Scheduler Coordination Protocols. Parent schedulers delegate to children using a simple mechanism. Parent schedulers are aware of, and uncommonly may dispatch directly, child threads. Normally a parent activates or deactivates a child thread by dispatching to a single Event Notification Thread (ENT). That thread executes in a loop delivering event notifications from parent to child. The parent sends a number of notifications: (1) child thread has blocked within an ancestor component, (2) child thread has been activated within an ancestor, (3) a given quantity of time has passed since the last notification—used as a timer for the child scheduler, and (4) the amount of time since the child was last executed (so that it can maintain proper accounting). The child scheduler, after processing all notifications, resumes its normal scheduling behavior and chooses a thread to dispatch.

Child schedulers use the same ENT to send notifications and requests to the parent: (1) thread creation and deletion requests, (2) timeout requests to block until the next notification or given timeout, (3) idle requests (block with an infinite timeout). (For details on the implementation of the protocol for how parent and children synchronize see the original HiRES [3].) The overhead of the ENT and parent-child coordination is on the order of two thread dispatch latencies (to the ENT in the parent, and away from it in the child), plus a single component invocation. The overhead is
around 1700 cycles in total.

**HiRES and child thread scheduling.** All parent schedulers are responsible for protecting their own data structures, thus they use critical sections. Though parent schedulers rarely dispatch to child threads, in the case of contended resources, parents do not rely on children to mediate the contention. Doing so would put the timing properties of the parent scheduler at the mercy of the child. Thus, in this case of contention, the parent scheduler will switch directly to the child thread that holds the critical section to grant the higher-priority contending thread access. This switch is essential to prevent low-criticality child schedulers from changing the timing properties of the parent scheduler, thus indirectly impacting the timing of high-criticality applications. The policy that the parent scheduler must control its own timing independent of the behavior of any child scheduler is consistent with the resource sharing between criticalities discussed in Section II—the parent makes timing guarantees for critical section length.

**Blocking/waking threads in parent schedulers.** Given the flexibility of component composition in COMPOSITE, a situation may arise in which a thread managed by a child scheduler will invoke a component that will attempt to block it (e.g. due to resource contention). Each component invokes a specific scheduler, and if the service is low-level it might invoke the parent scheduler to block the thread. This situation—and the one originating from the same component waking the thread at a later time—requires coordination between parent and child scheduler. In HiRES, this is where the parent notifications to the child that the thread has been blocked/woken are relevant. Note that this coordination between parent and child scheduler is lacking in user-level threading libraries as monolithic kernels are not aware of user-level threads. Any one thread will block all of them. Systems such as scheduler activations [6] attempt to solve this problem in a manner similar to HiRES. As both parent and child know of the existence of each thread, the HiRES protocols focus on enabling them to coordinate to schedule the threads appropriately.

### A. MC-HiRES: Mixed-Criticality-Aware, Hierarchical Resource Management

Hierarchical scheduling and mixed-criticality workloads can often be ill-matched [7]. For example, a child scheduler controlling applications of a comparable critical level might need to execute threads at different priorities (there is no fixed relation between criticality levels and priorities). Thus, a single ENT that the parent dispatches to activate the child is insufficient. That single ENT is treated as a single thread by the parent, thus providing abstraction in hierarchical scheduling. This abstraction prevents multiple priorities and criticalities to be attributed to the child.

We generalize the HiRES model into MC-HiRES. MC-HiRES can describe the traditional setup of hierarchical scheduling with all execution in the child abstracted behind the parameters of the ENT; no hierarchical abstraction with one ENT for each child thread, and any configuration of ENTs to children threads in between these extremes. Each child thread is associated with an ENT when it is created, and all notifications for that thread are sent via that ENT. The parent scheduler schedules ENTs as normal threads, thus activating the child according to the parameters of each ENT.

### IV. CASE STUDY: LEGACY RTOS MC-AWARE MEMORY ISOLATION

As an example of some of the techniques discussed in this paper, we have modified a popular, simple RTOS to execute in a paravirtualized environment in MC-HiRES, and have used component-based techniques to provide temporal and spatial isolation for MCSs.

#### A. FreeRTOS Background

FreeRTOS is a simple RTOS used in (deeply) embedded systems for its configurability and small footprint. It is simple and includes basic APIs for thread creation, message queues (synchronous or asynchronous), semaphores, memory allocation, and some facilities for sleeping threads to enable periodic behaviors. Scheduling is fixed priority, preemptive. All threads share the same protection domain, and FreeRTOS is meant to execute on the bare metal (though ports exist that execute on POSIX).

FreeRTOS is not a RTOS that is MC-friendly. Applications are not spatially isolated from each other, nor is the kernel code and data. Though the system does support temporal isolation between threads with predictable sharing of resources using fixed-priority, preemptive scheduling, it does not provide the necessary memory protection (spatial isolation) to enable the separate certification of code of different criticalities.

#### B. MC-FreeRTOS: When Virtual is Better than Real

To enable legacy embedded tasks to execute within the context of an MCS, we provide means for both spatial and temporal isolation for FreeRTOS. To accomplish this, we provide a series of modifications to FreeRTOS to increase its capabilities within an MC environment, yielding MC-FreeRTOS.

First, we paravirtualize FreeRTOS to execute within a component in COMPOSITE. This extension is straightforward and involves adding a FreeRTOS port that uses COMPOSITE scheduler library functions for switching between threads and for disabling interrupts. The FreeRTOS component is a scheduler, thus has permission to dispatch between threads that can migrate between components via invocation. Thread dispatching involves making a COMPOSITE system call. **MC benefits:** FreeRTOS and all of its tasks are now spatially-isolated from other components in the system, thus effectively enabling software of different criticalities.

Second, timer interrupts within FreeRTOS are implemented using an MC-HiRES ENT. This enables FreeRTOS to be integrated into the scheduling hierarchy. Now existing high-criticality tasks can be executed in MC-FreeRTOS, while component-based applications with a lower level of assurance can be executed in other subsystems under different schedulers. A root scheduler that implements a simple policy (therefore capable of being high-criticality) schedules the various criticalities. In our prototype, the root scheduler is a simple fixed priority preemptive scheduler with MC-FreeRTOS executing at the highest priority. **MC benefits:**
Multiple criticalities can exist in different scheduler subsystems. FreeRTOS legacy applications are spatially-isolated (similar to a separation kernel) from other applications, although not from each other.

Third, we paravirtualize the API of FreeRTOS to enable multiple criticalities even for legacy FreeRTOS applications. Some subset of FreeRTOS applications execute in a memory-isolated component, yet still harness the functionality of the FreeRTOS kernel. **MC benefits:** Within the MC-FreeRTOS environment, multiple criticalities can exist. More importantly, applications can be written that utilize both the FreeRTOS API, and can access non-FreeRTOS components. The following text describes this technique.

**System call API via namespace virtualization.** FreeRTOS does not have a well-defined system-call layer like OSes that use dual-mode protection. The lack of memory isolation removes the motivation to define such a layer. However, FreeRTOS does have a well-defined API, which applications are intended to use, that features functions of the main functionalities (thread manipulation, queue usage, semaphores, timed blocking). The second stage of converting this legacy system into one that is MC-capable is that we paravirtualize this API so that a FreeRTOS application can be executed in a separate component (thus separate protection domain).

Application code in the FreeRTOS application component is identical to that linked into the FreeRTOS kernel, except that it is linked with a small FreeRTOS-lib that exports the FreeRTOS API. That library interfaces with the IPC facilities of Composite, and invokes functions exported by a FreeRTOS-klib (kernel library) linked into the FreeRTOS kernel component. The FreeRTOS-klib invokes the actual methods within FreeRTOS to handle the requests.

The main functions of the two libraries are to (1) marshal arguments between components using the Composite IPC facilities, and (2) do namespace virtualization. Namespace virtualization does translation between two different namespaces, one in the FreeRTOS application, and the other in the FreeRTOS kernel. When an application is compiled into the FreeRTOS kernel, it shares the namespace with the rest of the system, and most kernel objects (including threads, semaphores) are accessed directly by pointer. However, in MC-FreeRTOS, pointers passed from the FreeRTOS application **cannot be trusted** to contain a correct pointer. Thus, a set of translation tables exist in the FreeRTOS-lib to map from the pointer—expected by the FreeRTOS application as part of the FreeRTOS API—to an integer descriptor that is passed via component invocation to the FreeRTOS kernel. The FreeRTOS-klib receives these descriptors, and translates them to the pointers to the corresponding objects within the FreeRTOS kernel after validating that the objects are of the correct type for the function being invoked (**i.e.** that the object is used in a well-typed manner). Some details on the main APIs in FreeRTOS, and how they are virtualized, follow:

- **Thread management.** The thread creation function must take a callback function to be executed in the new thread. This function pointer is saved in the FreeRTOS-lib, and the FreeRTOS-klib passes a function that upcalls at a known location into the FreeRTOS application, where the thread retrieves the callback, and executes it.
- **Queues.** In addition to the namespace virtualization above, queues must pass data between the FreeRTOS application and the FreeRTOS kernel. We set up two uni-directional ring buffers of shared memory between the two libraries to pass the data from the FreeRTOS application to the kernel, and vice-versa. Queues can behave synchronously, or asynchronously, as determined by the FreeRTOS kernel. As the FreeRTOS kernel component schedules its threads, including those in the FreeRTOS application, with its own consistent notion of priority, we make no changes to the timing properties of the system aside from the overhead for the libraries and component invocation.
- **Semaphores.** These functions are simple and only conduct the virtualization already discussed.
- **Timed blocking.** The function that enables a thread to block for a span of time only requires marshalling the timeout argument to the FreeRTOS kernel.

**Summary.** We present the design of MC-FreeRTOS, which is a paravirtualized extension of FreeRTOS. FreeRTOS is incapable of mixed-criticality execution due to the inability to provide spatial isolation. This is a familiar story for many low-level RTOSes. We paravirtualize FreeRTOS to provide a flexible MCS execution environment by porting FreeRTOS to a component in Composite, implementing it in a hierarchical scheduler, and isolating in a separate component the low-criticality threads from those that are high-criticality, thus providing unchanged timing (minus constant overhead factors) and memory isolation.

**C. MC-FreeRTOS Overhead and Performance**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Stddev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FreeRTOS Kernel Threads</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semaphore w/ activation</td>
<td>1.368</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semaphore, no-contention</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enqueue</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dequeue</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queue round-trip</td>
<td>0.774</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FreeRTOS Application Threads</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semaphore w/ activation</td>
<td>0.708</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semaphore, no-contention</td>
<td>0.669</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enqueue</td>
<td>0.418</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dequeue</td>
<td>0.567</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queue round-trip</td>
<td>1.699</td>
<td>0.066</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I:** Performance of the main MC-FreeRTOS functions, both for FreeRTOS kernel threads, and for FreeRTOS application (low-criticality) threads. All measurements are in μ-seconds.

We measure the overheads of the FreeRTOS kernel-resident threads (**i.e.** high criticality threads executing within the FreeRTOS kernel component), and the overheads of FreeRTOS application-resident threads that must make invocations to the FreeRTOS kernel component for service. We execute a number of operations on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2760QM CPU clocked at 2.4GHz. Table I displays these results. They include semaphore operations that activate a waiting thread, thus include the cost of a context switch; the overhead of a pair of uncontended semaphore operations (take + release); the separate cost of asynchronous enqueue and dequeue operations; and the cost of a “ping pong” through...
queues which is synchronous round-trip communication between threads. There is no native x86 port of FreeRTOS, so we could not compare against that.

**Discussion:** Adding memory isolation and the incumbent communication overheads between the FreeRTOS application and FreeRTOS kernel components does have an impact on performance. However, the performance of all relevant FreeRTOS functions remains within reasonable bounds. Most overhead is directly attributable to component invocation costs of around 0.25 μ-seconds.

**V. RELATED WORK**

The most closely related work to this paper is HiRES by Parmer and West [3]. HiRES uses a similar resource hierarchy approach as this paper, which permits delegating memory and I/O in addition to CPU (scheduling), but HiRES does not provide the same strong temporal isolation guarantees in the presence of resource sharing as our work. Thus, HiRES is not directly usable to support an MCS, since the isolation of different criticality levels must be guaranteed.

The prevailing approach to resource sharing for hierarchical schedulers allocates budgets to each child, and then avoids budget exhaustion during critical section execution. SIRAP by Behnam et al., [8] checks for sufficient budget before entering a critical section. HSRP by Davis and Burns [9] permits bounded budget overruns so that critical sections may terminate despite budget exhaustion. Although HSRP can bound the overrun, preemitting a critical section in case an overrun occurs is still problematic [10]. A quantitative evaluation of resource sharing approaches is given by Åsberg et al. [11]. Inam et al. modified FreeRTOS [12] to support two-level hierarchical scheduling for an MCS using HSRP to share resources. The authors evaluated the overhead of mode changes but do not examine resource sharing.

As mentioned in section I, hierarchical scheduling with virtualization can support MCSs. Unfortunately, virtualization suffers performance degradation due in part to a fundamental mismatch between mechanisms: virtualization technology was not designed with embedded systems/real-time scheduling in mind [13]. (Bruns et al. [14] argue contrarily that virtualization is effective for MCS on deeply-embedded devices that lack cache and memory management unit hardware. We do not consider such devices.) Prior work in MCSs with hierarchical scheduling attempts to remove the performance degradation while still isolating children [7], [15], [16]. In general, an MCS exacerbates the difficulties of resource sharing with hierarchical scheduling because of the need for strict isolation between different criticalities. The prevailing solution in the literature is to disallow resource sharing. Our work exhibits the strong isolation of virtualization-like approaches for MCSs with low performance loss despite allowing resource sharing.

**VI. CONCLUSIONS**

The flexibility and configurability of COMPOSITE makes it an ideal platform for MCSs not only because of its temporal guarantees, but also because of the capability to tailor system memory isolation to application criticalities. This paper has examined the use of the component-based model and the associated memory isolation within MC systems to enable configurable spatial isolation between different criticalities. We also approach the problem of extending HiRES into MC-HiRES as a generalization to enable a more descriptive and configurable interface between parent and child schedulers. Finally, we have introduced MC-FreeRTOS, which utilizes the memory isolation in COMPOSITE and the hierarchical scheduling from MC-HiRES to enable both temporal and spatial isolation between different criticalities in a legacy RTOS that lacks memory isolation.
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Abstract—Upon mixed-criticality environments, the execution of high-criticality functionalities must be protected from interference from the execution of less critical functionalities. A means of achieving this objective upon multiprocessor environments is by forbidding less critical functionalities from executing anywhere upon the platform while more critical functionalities are executing upon any processor. This approach towards ensuring temporal isolation between the different criticalities that are co-implemented upon a common platform is explored in this paper, under both the global and partitioned paradigms of multiprocessor scheduling.

I. INTRODUCTION

Thus far, mixed-criticality scheduling (MCS) theory has primarily concerned itself with the sharing of CPU computing capacity in order to satisfy the computational demand, as characterized by the worst-case execution times (WCET), of pieces of code. However, there are typically many additional resources that are also accessed in a shared manner upon a computing platform, and it is imperative that these resources also be considered in order that the results of MCS research be applicable to the development of actual systems. An interesting approach towards such consideration was advocated by Giannopoulou et al. [4] in the context of multiprocessor platforms: during any given instant in time, all the processors are only allowed to execute code of the same criticality level. This approach has the advantage of ensuring that access to all shared resources (memory buses, cache, etc.) during any time-instant are only from code of the same criticality level; since code of lower criticality are not allowed to execute simultaneously with code of higher criticality, the possibility of less critical code interfering with the execution of more critical code in accessing shared resources is ruled out.

In this paper, we seek to better understand the multiprocessor scheduling of mixed-criticality systems under this constraint of only executing jobs of a particular criticality at any given instant in time. To our knowledge, not much is known such scheduling problems; accordingly, we start out with a very simple model in which there are just two criticality levels (designated, as is standard, as HI and LO), and the workload is represented as a specified collection of independent jobs that all have a common release date and a common deadline. We consider the scheduling of such mixed-criticality systems both when jobs are permitted to migrate between processors (global scheduling), and when inter-processor migration is forbidden (partitioned scheduling). Global scheduling necessarily assumes a preemptive model of execution; for partitioned scheduling, preemption is not needed when all jobs have the same release date and deadline.

Organization. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we elaborate upon the workload model that will be assumed in the reminder of this paper. We discuss the global scheduling of mixed-criticality task systems represented using this model in Section III, and partitioned scheduling in Section IV.

II. MODEL

A mixed-criticality job $j_i = (\chi_i, a_i, C_i(LO), C_i(HI), d_i)$ is characterized by a criticality level $\chi_i \in \{LO, HI\}$, a release time $a_i$, a deadline $d_i$, and two WCET estimates $c_i(LO)$ and $c_i(HI)$. We assume that $a_i, d_i, C_i(LO)$, and $C_i(HI)$ are all $\in \mathbb{R}^+$, the non-negative real numbers.

We seek to schedule a mixed-criticality instance $I$, consisting of a given collection of mixed-criticality jobs that all have the same release time (without loss of generality, assumed to be equal to zero) and the same deadline (denoted $D$) upon a platform of $m$ unit-speed processors. Let $I_{LO}$ denote the LO-criticality jobs in $I$, and $I_{HI}$ the HI-criticality jobs in $I$. As is standard in mixed-criticality scheduling, we assume that the exact amount of execution required by a job is not known beforehand. If each job $j_i$ completes upon executing for no more than $C_i(LO)$ units, we say that the system exhibits LO-criticality behavior; if some $j_i$ executes more than $C_i(LO)$, but no more than $C_i(HI)$, units, we say that the system exhibits HI-criticality behavior. The correctness requirement is that all jobs should complete by their deadlines in all LO-criticality behaviors, while only the HI-criticality jobs need to complete by their deadlines in any HI-criticality behavior.

Approach. The over-all approach that we advocate here is to first schedule the HI-criticality jobs during run-time — this can be thought of as a generalization of the criticality monotonic (CM) priority-assignment approach, which was previously shown [1] to be optimal for scheduling instances in which all jobs have equal deadlines (such as the instances considered here) upon uniprocessor platforms. If each HI-criticality job signals completion upon having executed for no more than its LO-criticality WCET, we recognize that we are in a LO-criticality behavior and begin execution of the LO-criticality jobs.

Notice that under the advocated approach, LO-criticality jobs only begin to execute after no HI-criticality jobs remain
that need to be executed. The problem of scheduling these LO-criticality jobs therefore becomes a “regular” (i.e., not mixed-criticality) scheduling problem. Hence we can first determine, using techniques from conventional scheduling theory, the minimum duration (the makespan) of a schedule for the LO-criticality jobs. Once this makespan $\Delta$ is determined, the difference between $D$ and this makespan (i.e., $(D - \Delta)$) is the duration for which the HI-criticality jobs are allowed to execute to completion in any LO-criticality schedule. Determining schedulability for the mixed-criticality instance is thus reduced to determining whether $I_{hi}$ can be scheduled in such a manner that

- If each job $j_i \in I_{hi}$ executes for no more than $C_i$ (LO), then the schedule makespan is $\leq (D - \Delta)$; and
- If each job $j_i \in I_{hi}$ executes for no more than $C_i$ (HI), then the schedule makespan is $\leq D$.

Note that we do not in general know, prior to actually executing the jobs, whether each job will complete within its LO-criticality WCET or not. Hence it is not sufficient to construct two entirely different schedules that separately satisfy these two requirements above; instead, the two schedules must be identical until at least that point in time at which some job executes for more than its LO-criticality WCET.

(Here, the makespan bound on the LHS follows again from a direct application of McNaughton’s result.) Additionally, in order to ensure correctness in any HI-criticality behavior it is necessary that the makespan of $I_{hi}$ when each job executes for its HI-criticality WCET not exceed $D$:

$$\max \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} c_i, \max \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^{n} C_i \right\} \right) \leq D$$

for a global preemptive schedule for these jobs on $m$ unit-speed processors.

One might be tempted to conclude that the conjunction of Conditions 3 and 4 yields a sufficient schedulability test. However, this conclusion is erroneous, as is illustrated in Example 1 below.

**Example 1:** Consider the scheduling of the mixed-criticality instance of Table I upon $m$ unit-speed processors. For this instance, it may be validated that

- By Equation 2, $\Delta$ evaluates to $\max(6+6, 6, 6, 6, 6)$ or 6.
- The LHS of Condition 3 evaluates to $\max(22, 14, 4, 4, 4, 4)$, or 4. Condition 3 therefore evaluates to true.
- The LHS of Condition 4 evaluates to $\max(30, 46, 10, 10, 46, 10)$, or 10. Condition 4 therefore also evaluates to true.

However for this example, the schedule that causes Condition 3 to evaluate to true must have jobs $j_6$ and $j_7$ execute throughout the interval $[0, 4]$, while the one that causes Condition 4 to evaluate to true must have $j_4$ and $j_5$ execute throughout the interval $[0, 10]$ — see Figure 1. Since we only have three processors available, during any given execution of the instance at least one of the four jobs $j_4-j_7$ could not have been executing throughout the interval $[0, 2]$.

- If one of $\{j_4, j_5\}$ did not execute throughout $[0, 2]$ and the behavior of the system turns out to be an HI-criticality one, then the job not executing throughout $[0, 2]$ will miss its deadline.
- If one of $\{j_6, j_7\}$ did not execute throughout $[0, 2]$ and the behavior of the system turns out to be a LO-criticality one, then the job in $\{j_6, j_7\}$ not executing throughout $[0, 2]$ will not complete by time-instant 4, thereby delaying the start of the execution of the LO-criticality jobs to beyond time-instant 4. These jobs will then not be able to complete by their common deadline of 10.

The example above illustrates that the conjunction of Conditions 3 and 4, with the value of $\Delta$ defined according to Equation 2, is a necessary but not a sufficient global schedulability test. Below, we will derive a sufficient global schedulability test with run-time that is polynomial in the representation of the input instance; we will then illustrate, in Example 2, how this test does not claim schedulability of the instance from Example 1. This schedulability test is based upon a network flow argument, as follows. We will describe a
polynomial-time reduction from any dual-criticality instance \( I \) to a weighted digraph \( G \) with a designated source vertex and a designated sink vertex, such that flows of a certain size or greater from the source to the sink in \( G \) correspond exactly (in a manner that will be made precise) to a valid global schedule for the instance \( I \). Thus, the problem of determining global schedulability is reduced to determining the size of a maximum flow in a graph, which is known to be solvable in polynomial time using, for instance, the Floyd-Fulkerson algorithm [3].

We now describe below the construction of a weighted digraph \( G \) from an input instance \( I \). First, we compute the value of \( \Delta \) for this input instance according to Equation 2. The graph we build is a “layered” one: the vertex set \( V \) of \( G \) is the union of 6 disjoint sets of vertices \( V_0, \ldots, V_5 \), and the edge set \( E \) of \( G \) is the union of 5 disjoint sets of edges \( E_0, \ldots, E_4 \), where \( E_i \) is a subset of \( (V_i \times V_{i+1} \times \mathbb{R}^+) \), \( 0 \leq i \leq 4 \). The digraph \( G \) is thus a 6-layered graph — see Figure 2 — in which all edges connect vertices in adjacent layers. The sets of vertices in \( G \) are as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
V_0 &= \{ \text{source} \}, \\
V_1 &= \{(1, j_i) | j_i \in I_{in}\}, \\
V_2 &= \{(2, j_i, LO), (2, j_i, HI) | j_i \in I_{in}\}, \\
V_3 &= \{(3, j_i, \alpha), (3, j_i, \beta) | j_i \in I_{in}\}, \\
V_4 &= \{(4, \alpha), (4, \beta)\}, \text{ and} \\
V_5 &= \{ \text{sink} \}.
\end{align*}
\]

Intuitively speaking, each vertex in \( V_1 \) represents a HI-criticality job; for each such job, there are two vertices in \( V_2 \) representing respectively its LO-criticality execution and the excess execution (beyond its LO-criticality WCET) in case of HI-criticality behavior. The vertex \((3, j_i, \alpha)\) will correspond to the amount of execution job \( j_i \) actually receives over the interval \([0, D − \Delta]\) — i.e., during the interval within which it must complete execution within any LO-criticality behavior; the vertex \((3, j_i, \beta)\) will correspond to the amount of execution job \( j_i \) receives over the interval \([D − \Delta, D]\). The vertices \((4, \alpha)\) and \((4, \beta)\) represent the total amount of execution performed upon the platform during the intervals \([0, D − \Delta]\) and \([D − \Delta, D]\) respectively.

Next, we list the edges in \( G \). An edge is represented by a 3-tuple: for \( u, v \in V \) and \( w \in \mathbb{R}^+ \), the 3-tuple \((u, v, w) \in E\) represents an edge from \( u \) to \( v \) that has a capacity \( w \). The sets of edges in \( G \) are as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
E_0 &= \{(\text{source}, (1, j_i), C_i(\text{HI})) | j_i \in I_{in}\}, \\
E_1 &= \{(1, j_i), (2, j_i, LO), C_i(\text{LO})\}, \\
&\quad \{(1, j_i), (2, j_i, HI), C_i(\text{HI}) − C_i(\text{LO}) | j_i \in I_{in}\}, \\
E_2 &= \{(2, j_i, LO), (3, j_i, \alpha), C_i(\text{LO})\}, \\
&\quad \{(2, j_i, HI), (3, j_i, \alpha), C_i(\text{HI}) − C_i(\text{LO})\}, \\
E_3 &= \{(3, j_i, \alpha), (4, \alpha), D − \Delta\}, \\
&\quad \{(3, j_i, \beta), (4, \beta), D − \Delta\} | j_i \in I_{in}, \text{ and} \\
E_4 &= \{(4, \alpha), \text{sink}, m(D − \Delta), (4, \Delta), \text{sink}, m\Delta\}.
\end{align*}
\]

We now try and explain the intuition behind the construction of \( G \). The maximum flow that we will seek to push from the source to the sink is equal to \( \sum_{j_i \in I_{in}} C_i(\text{HI}) \). Achieving this flow will require that \( C_i(\text{HI}) \) units of flow go through \((1, j_i)\), which in turn requires that \( C_i(\text{LO}) \) units of flow go through \((2, j_i, LO)\), and \((C_i(\text{HI}) − C_i(\text{LO})) \) units of flow go through \((2, j_i, HI)\), for each \( j_i \in I_{in}\). This will require that all \( C_i(\text{LO}) \) units of flow from \((2, j_i, LO)\) go through \((3, j_i, \alpha)\); the flows from \((2, j_i, HI)\) through the vertices \((3, j_i, \alpha)\) and \((3, j_i, \beta)\) must sum to \((C_i(\text{HI}) − C_i(\text{LO})) \) units. The global schedule for \( I_{in} \) is determined as follows: the amount of execution received by \( j_i \) during \([0, D − \Delta]\) is equal to the amount of flow through \((3, j_i, \alpha)\); the amount of execution received by \( j_i \) during \([D − \Delta, D]\) is equal to the amount of flow through \((3, j_i, \beta)\). Since the outgoing edge from \((3, j_i, \alpha)\) has capacity \((D − \Delta)\), it is assured that \( j_i \) is not assigned more execution than can be accommodated upon a single processor; since the outgoing edge from \((4, \alpha)\) is of capacity \( m(D − \Delta) \), it is assured that the total execution allocated during \([0, D − \Delta]\) does not exceed the capacity of the \( m \)-processor platform to accommodate it. Similarly for the interval \([D − \Delta, D]\): since the outgoing edge from \((3, j_i, \beta)\) has capacity \( \Delta \), it is assured that \( j_i \) is not assigned more execution than can be accommodated.
upon a single processor; since the outgoing edge from \( \langle 4, \beta \rangle \) is of capacity \( m \Delta \), it is assured that the total execution allocated during \([D - \Delta, D]\) does not exceed the capacity of the \( m \)-processor platform to accommodate it. Now for both the intervals \([0, D - \Delta]\) and \([D - \Delta, D]\), since no individual job is assigned more execution than the interval duration and the total execution assigned is no more than \( m \) times the interval duration, McNaughton’s result (Condition 1) can be used to conclude that these executions can be accommodated within the respective intervals.

This above informal argument can be formalized to establish the following lemma; we omit the details.

**Theorem 1:** If there is a flow of size

\[
\sum_{j_i \in I_{HI}} C_i(HI)
\]

in \( G \) then there exists a global schedule for the instance \( I \).

**Example 2:** Let us revisit the task system described in Example 1 — for this example instance, we had seen by instantiation of Equation 2 that \( \Delta = 6 \). The digraph constructed for this task system would require each of \( j_2 \rightarrow j_5 \) to transmit at least their corresponding \( C_i(LO) \)'s, i.e., 2, 2, 4, and 4, respectively, units of flow through the vertex \( \langle 4, \alpha \rangle \), which is do-able since the platform capacity over this interval is \( 3 \times 4 = 12 \). But such a flow completely consumes the platform capacity during \([0, 4]\), which requires that all of \( j_4 \) and \( j_5 \)'s \((C_i(HI) - C_i(LO))\) flows, of \((10 - 2) = 8\) units each, flow through the edges \( \langle 3, j_4, \beta \rangle, \langle 4, \beta \rangle, 6 \rangle \) and \( \langle 3, j_5, \beta \rangle, \langle 4, \beta \rangle, 6 \rangle \). But such a flow would exceed the capacity of the edge (which is six units), and is therefore not feasible. The digraph constructed for the example instance of Example 1 thus does not permit a flow of size \( \sum_{j_i \in I_{HI}} C_i(HI) \), and Theorem 1, does not declare the instance to be globally schedulable.

As previously stated, determining the maximum flow through a graph is a well-studied problem. The Floyd-Fulkerson algorithm [3], first published in 1956, provides an efficient polynomial-time algorithm for solving it. In fact, the Floyd-Fulkerson algorithm is constructive in the sense that it actually constructs the flow – it tells us how much flow goes through each edge in the graph. We can therefore use a flow of the required size, if it exists, to determine how much of each job must be scheduled prior to \( \langle D - \Delta \rangle \) in the LO-criticality schedule, and use this pre-computed schedule as a look-up table to drive the run-time scheduler.

**IV. PARTITIONED SCHEDULING**

We now turn to the problem of partitioning the jobs amongst the processors prior to run-time. Let us first consider the scheduling of just the HI-criticality jobs — i.e., the jobs in \( I_{HI} \). Determining a schedule of minimum makespan for these jobs is equivalent to the bin-packing [6] problem, and is hence highly intractable: NP-hard in the strong sense. Hochbaum and Shmoys [5] have designed a polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS) for the partitioned scheduling of a collection of jobs to minimize the makespan that behaves as follows. Given any positive constant \( \phi \), if an optimal algorithm can partition a given task system \( \tau \) upon \( m \) processors each of speed \( s \), then the algorithm in [5] will, in time polynomial in the representation of \( \tau \), partition \( \tau \) upon \( m \) processors each of speed \((1 + \phi)s \) This can be thought of as a resource augmentation result [7]: the algorithm of [5] can partition, in polynomial time, any task system that can be partitioned upon a given platform by an optimal algorithm, provided it (the algorithm of [5]) is given augmented resources (in terms of faster processors) as compared to the resources available to the optimal algorithm.

We can use the PTAS of [5] to determine in polynomial time, to any desired degree of accuracy, the minimum makespan of an appointed schedule of the SO-criticality jobs in the instance \( I \). Let \( \Delta_P \) denote this makespan. Hence
to ensure a correct schedule we need to complete scheduling all the HI-criticality jobs in \( I \) within the time interval \([0, D - \Delta_P]\); i.e., with a makespan \((D - \Delta_P)\). (The time-instant \( S \) mentioned above in the context of the run-time management of the system is therefore equal to \( D - \Delta_P \).) Now, determining whether \( I \) can be successfully scheduled using partitioned scheduling reduces to determining whether there is a partitioning of just the HI-criticality jobs — i.e., the jobs in \( I_{HI} \) — satisfying the properties that

- P1. If each job \( j_i \in I_{HI} \) executes for no more than \( C_i(LO) \), then the schedule makespan is \( \leq (D - \Delta_P) \); and
- P2. If each job \( j_i \in I_{HI} \) executes for no more than \( C_i(HI) \), then the schedule makespan is \( \leq D \).

(Note that both these properties must be satisfied by a single partitioning of the jobs in \( I_{HI} \) — it is not sufficient to identify one partitioning that satisfies P1 and another that satisfies P2.)

This partitioning problem turns out to be closely related to the vector scheduling problem. Vector scheduling is the natural multi-dimensional generalization of the partitioning problem to minimize makespan, to situations where jobs may use multiple different kinds of resources and the load of a job cannot be described by a single aggregate measure. For example, if jobs have both CPU and memory requirements, their processing requirements are appropriately modeled as two dimensional vectors, where the value along each dimension corresponds to one of the requirements. Clearly, an assignment of vectors to the processors is valid if and only if no processor is overloaded along any dimension (i.e., for any resource). Chekuri and Khanna [2] give a PTAS for solving the vector scheduling problem when the number of dimensions is a constant.

It is not difficult to map our problem of partitioning the HI-criticality jobs (discussed above) to the vector scheduling problem. Each HI-criticality job \( j_i \in I_{HI} \) is modeled as a two-dimensional load vector \((C_i(LO), C_i(HI))\), and the capacity constraint for each processor is represented by the vector \((D - \Delta_P, D)\). We can therefore use the PTAS of [2] to determine whether \( I_{HI} \) can be partitioned in a manner that satisfies the properties P1 and P2 above, to any desired degree of accuracy in time polynomial in the representation of the instance.

V. Context and Conclusions

Mixed-criticality scheduling (MCS) theory must extend consideration beyond simply CPU computational demand, characterized by the worst-case execution times (WCET), if it is to be applicable to the development of actual mixed-criticality systems. One interesting approach towards achieving this goal was advocated by Giannopoulos et al. [4] — enforce temporal isolation amongst different criticality levels by only permitting functionalities of a single criticality level to execute at any instant in time. Such inter-criticality temporal isolation ensures that access to all shared resources are only from equally critical functionalities, and thereby rules out the possibility of less critical functionalities compromising the execution of more critical functionalities while accessing shared resources.

We have considered here the design of scheduling algorithms that implement this approach. For a very simple workload model — a dual-criticality system that is represented as a collection of independent jobs that share a common release time and deadline — we have designed asymptotically optimal algorithms for both global and partitioned scheduling:

- For global scheduling, we have designed a polynomial-time sufficient schedulability test that determines whether a given mixed-criticality system is schedulable, and an algorithm that actually constructs a schedule if it is.
- For partitioned scheduling, we have shown that the problem is NP-hard in the strong sense, thereby ruling out the possibility of obtaining optimal polynomial-time algorithms (unless \( P = NP \)). We have however obtained what is, from a theoretical perspective, the next best thing — a polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS) that determines, in polynomial time, a partitioning of the task system that is as close to being an optimal partitioning algorithm as desired.

The work reported here should be considered to be merely a starting point for research into the particular approach towards mixed-criticality scheduling advocated in [4]. While the PTAS
for partitioned scheduling is likely to be the best we can hope for (in asymptotic terms), we do not have a estimate as to how far removed from optimality our global schedulability test is. We also plan to extend the workload model to enable consideration of jobs with different release dates and deadlines, and later to the consideration of recurrent task systems. An orthogonal line of follow-up research concerns the implementation of the global and partitioned approaches presented here – experimentation is needed to determine how they behave upon actual systems.
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Abstract—In mixed-criticality systems, applications of different criticality levels share the same computing platform. To avoid spatial and temporal interference of the applications, the computing platform must implement measures for spatial and temporal isolation. In this paper we show how the enhancement of a static memory arbiter by a second, dynamic arbitration layer facilitates the interference-free integration of mixed-criticality applications with different performance requirements. This paper (a) compares the performance tradeoffs of the new dual-layer arbiter and a COTS arbiter and (b) evaluates the performance of an XtratuM hypervisor system running on a platform with this dual-layer arbiter.

I. INTRODUCTION

The high processing capability that multi-core embedded systems have reached allows us to run multiple applications on a single shared hardware platform [1]. However, some of the integrated applications may have firm real-time constraints that require a formal proof that the deadlines are met, while the others may be less demanding. For such a mixed-criticality system, only the set of critical applications needs to be certified; the rest of the applications do not need certification or may be certified to a lower level [2]. Obtaining a certification only for critical applications can become a difficult task due to the hardware sharing dependency and the diversity of functionalities that the system performs concurrently. The key approach towards a complexity reduction is to prevent the interference between integrated applications both in the temporal and spatial domain [3]. Temporal isolation preserves the timing behavior of applications such that they do not affect one another while executing concurrently on the shared platform [4]. Spatial isolation protects memory elements of applications so they cannot be accessed by the other applications.

For a multi-core platform with shared main memory, spatial isolation between applications can be achieved simply by integrating a Memory Management Unit (MMU) [5] as part of the memory-address translation process. The MMU table is set up to assign a different memory space to each application. In this way, the MMU table protects the given memory space of applications against possible violations from the other ones. Establishing temporal isolation between time-critical applications is a more complex problem. This comes as a consequence of the resource sharing between applications on the same core, as well as from the sharing of resources (main memory and I/O components) between applications running on different cores.

In this paper we present the MultiPARTES† platform that provides full temporal isolation for time-critical applications at all levels of a computing system. This platform consists of multi-core hardware with a shared bus on top of which the XtratuM [6] hypervisor executes (Figure 1).

Fig. 1: MultiPARTES Platform

The hypervisor eliminates the possibility of interference between virtual partitions running on the same CPU by implementing a static cyclic scheduling where each virtual partition is associated with a fixed number of CPU cycles. At runtime, each partition is activated based on the static schedule and gets a predefined amount of processor time. Applications of different criticality level are mapped on different virtual partitions. However, the hypervisor is not able to ensure temporal isolation of the critical partitions when they access a shared bus. To eliminate the inter-core interference we have designed a new bus-arbiter scheme that preserves the isolation properties for critical virtual partitions and provides better utilization of shared resources for non-critical ones. The arbiter is based on a hierarchical, two-layer arbitration scheme that switches between a critical and non-critical mode.

The paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the hardware architecture of the MultiPARTES platform, the new bus-arbiter scheme and presents preliminary results on arbiter performance. Section 3 describes the XtratuM hypervisor and its integration to the multi-core platform. Temporal interference and preformance evaluation of the whole platform are shown in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.

II. HARDWARE PLATFORM FOR MIXED-CRITICALITY MULTICORE SYSTEMS

The hardware used in MultiPARTES consists of a multi-core LEON3 processor that is interconnected with a memory controller and
I/O resources through a shared AMBA bus. LEON3 is a synthesizable VHDL model of a 32-bit processor compliant with the SPARC V8 architecture. Multi-core LEON3 systems are highly customizable with respect to the processor core and periphery features. LEON3 has a seven-stage pipeline with a Harvard architecture, separate caches for instructions and data, a hardware multiplier and divider, on-chip debug support, an MMU with a configurable TLB, and multi-processor extensions [7].

The interconnection between cores with main memory and I/O components is realized through the Advanced Microcontroller Bus Architecture (AMBA). AMBA is an open standard specification that defines an on-chip communication standard for designing high-performance embedded systems [8]. It is widely used in network interconnect chips, RAM controllers, Flash memory controllers and SoCs (System on Chips) [9]. It consists of a high-performance system backbone bus (AHB) on which the CPUs, on-chip memories and other DMA devices reside, and a low bandwidth bus (APB) to which most of the system peripheral devices are connected. The APB is optimized for low power consumption and reduced interface complexity.

The AHB and the APB are connected via a bus bridge. Components which can initiate read or write operations are called AHB master while those which respond to a read/write operation are called AHB slave. Since the bus is shared between all master components, only one master is allowed to initiate a transfer at any time. AMBA uses a centralized arbiter to determine which master gets the right to commence a transfer and also ensures that at any given time at most a single transfer is in progress. The decision for granting the bus is based on an arbitration algorithm. The basic requirements for an arbitration policy are that it should guarantee the fairness of accesses between master components and it has to prevent the starvation of the masters.

A. Dual-Layer Arbitration Scheme

The MultiPARTES platform uses a two-layer arbitration scheme for accesses to the shared-memory bus. The first layer is based on time division multiple access (TDMA) and is responsible for guaranteeing the temporal properties of critical partitions, while the other layer employs a round-robin (RR) arbitration policy that controls the bus access for non-critical partitions.

TDMA is an arbitration policy that guarantees a fixed bus bandwidth by a priory assigning time slots of fixed length to each master. In contrast, the RR arbitration scheme grants bus access to every master on the bus in a circular manner. A master relinquishes control over the bus when it no longer has data to transfer. When a master has completed its transfer, it passes control to the next master in line [10].

The TDMA scheme is the main bus access driver. Each core that runs time-critical applications has an a-priori assigned time slot to guarantee access on the bus. Individual cores that need higher bandwidth can be assigned multiple slots within the scheduling frame. A few sequential time slots from TDMA arbitration are reserved for cores with non-critical applications. On top of these slots the RR is built. During this RR time interval, dynamic arbitration is activated and all transactions of non-critical cores are competing for the access to the memory bus. To ensure that non-critical cores cannot interfere with the critical ones, an additional rule has to be enforced. The dynamic arbiter (RR) must not serve any request that is issued after the start of the last timeslot in the sequence of the dynamic time slots. Otherwise, such a request could overlap with the next static time slot for the critical cores, thus invalidating the time predictability of the TDMA scheme.

An example of dual-layer arbitration for four-core hardware is presented in Figure 2. The first two cores (core 0 and core 1) are running time-critical applications while the other two cores (core 2 and 3) are executing non-critical ones. The scheduling frame has nine slots where four are assigned to critical cores (core 0 is assigned three slots under the assumption that it needs more bandwidth), the next four slots are reserved for non-critical cores and the last slot is reserved for the completion of ongoing non-critical transactions. Core 0 and 1 are granted to start bus transactions only at the beginning of their assigned slots in order to guarantee the non-interference of transactions. In contrast, cores 2 and 3 are accessing the bus when dynamic arbitration (RR) is active. The last slot, does not allow for any bus access but only serves the completion of the ongoing transaction of core 2.

B. Hardware Architecture of the Dual-Layer Arbiter

The arbiter architecture consists of a TDMA and an RR component (Figure 3). The TDMA components has a wrap incremental counter, a shift register and a controller. The wrap counter is incremented at each clock cycle with a maximal value equal to the number of cycles for one slot. The function of this unit is to shift the token in a shift register at the end of the time slot. The shift register keeps record of the slots. Depending on the active slot, the controller either grants access to an critical request (HBUSREQ0 or HBUSREQ1) or activates/deactivates the RR arbiter.

All request signals from non-critical partitions are connected to the RR-arbiter queue. When the RR arbiter is activated, it grants partitions bus access in the same order as the requests have arrived (HBUSREQ2 or HBUSREQ3).

C. Evaluation of the Arbiter

We implemented and deployed the dual-layer bus arbiter on an FPGA development kit (terasic DE2-115) to demonstrate the feasibility of the Dual-Layer arbiter and to evaluate its performance. The arbiter is written in VHDL language and deployed as part of the
Grlib IP library [11]. The interconnection with the memory controller and the I/O resources is done through the AMBA bus. The bus is configured not to support split transactions.

For this evaluation a bubble sort algorithm was chosen. The algorithm sorts vectors of sizes from 100 to 1000 elements. In this evaluation, the algorithm is executed on a bare-metal processor, without any operating system in order to avoid the overhead generated from the hypervisor. All four cores were executing the same code. The goal was to test the temporal isolation for time-critical cores and also to compare the execution performance of the noncritical partitions. We used three different bus arbitration policies: pure TDMA, RR and our Dual-Layer (DL) policy.

The TDMA scheduling frame consisted of four slots and each slot was assigned to a core. The DL arbiter used five slots where the critical CPUs (CPU0 and CPU1) were assigned to the first two slots (slot 0 and 1) while the non-critical CPUs were allowed on the following two slots. No arbitration was allowed on the fifth slot (see above). The slot size was 20 clock cycles (the longest transfer was taking 18 cycles).

Figure 4 shows the observed execution time of the bubble sort algorithm for different vector sizes. The execution time of non-critical partitions is illustrated for TDMA, RR and DL. From the results we see that the execution time of the algorithm in non-critical cores with DL arbitration is 3.1 time shorter than in a system with pure TDMA. Compared to pure RR, the execution of bubble sort with DL lasts 1.2 times longer. For critical partitions the execution time with TDMA and DL is the same.

In summary, the results of this experiment suggest that DL arbitration improves the performance of non-critical partitions without affecting the time properties of the critical ones.

III. THE XTRATUM HYPervisor

A. Introduction of XtratuM

XtratuM [12], [13] is a bare-metal hypervisor specifically designed for embedded real-time systems that uses para-virtualization techniques to emulate hardware behaviour. The para-virtualized model offers potential performance benefits when a guest operating system or application is aware that it is running within a virtualized environment, and it has been modified to exploit this. One potential downside of this approach is that such modified guests cannot ever be migrated back to run on physical hardware.

XtratuM has been designed to achieve real-time constraints with a set of properties that strongly follow certification issues. These properties can be summarised as:

- Spatial isolation: A partition is completely allocated to isolated memory regions. The hypervisor guarantees the spatial isolation of the partitions.
- Temporal isolation: A partition is executed at specified and fixed temporal intervals. A cyclic scheduling policy is implemented by the hypervisor. The temporal allocation of time to a partition is not impacted by the execution of other partitions, although shared resources could produce interference in the execution time duration of its activities.
- Predictability: A partition with real-time constraints has to execute its code in a predictable way. It can be influenced by the underlying layers of software (guest-OS and hypervisor) and by the hardware. From the hypervisor point of view, the predictability applies to the provided services, the operations involved in the partition execution and internal operations (partition context switch, interrupt management, etc.).
- Fault isolation and management: Fault management is a fundamental aspect in critical systems, and it is strongly related with certification issues. Faults, when they occur, are detected and handled via Health Monitor which is statically configured.
- Static resource allocation: The system architect is responsible for the system definition and resource allocation. This
system definition is detailed in the system’s configuration file, which specifies all system resources, namely number of CPUs, memory layout, peripherals, partitions, the execution plan of each CPU, etc.

B. Integration on the Multicore Platform

XtratuM has been adapted to multi-core systems [14] based on LEON4 processors and x86 and LEON3-bicore in the MultiPARTES project [15], [16]. In the multi-core approach, the hypervisor can provide several virtual CPUs to the partitions. A partition can be mono or multi-core. Different partitions (from the point of view of the number of cores) can coexist in the system. This approach allows profiting from a multi-core platform, even if the partitions are not multi-core by building multi-core or monocore partitions.

In order to handle the underlying multi-core hardware it can be configured following an Asymmetric Multiprocessing (AMP) or Symmetric Multi-Processor (SMP). In AMP, there is an instance of the hypervisor running on each core, which executes the allocated partitions. In the SMP approach, one single hypervisor instance manages all hardware resources. While the AMP software architecture simplifies the hypervisor, the SMP approach permits the use of mono or multi-core execution environments, and offers higher flexibility to assign partitions to different cores. Moreover, mono-core partitions in SMP architectures can be permanently allocated to one core, or several on different partition activations with no temporal overlap.

In the adaptation of XtratuM to multi-core platforms, the hypervisor model has been re-designed to support the concept of virtual CPU (vCPU). Virtual CPUs are abstractions that model hardware CPU behaviour and are managed in an analogous way, but can be allocated to any of the existing cores. There are as many virtual CPUs on the system as physical cores and they behave on a similar manner: when a partition starts its execution, only one vCPU is active, being responsibility of the partition to initialize the remaining vCPUs. To this end, it has been necessary to extend XtratuM with new hypercalls that allow the partitions to manage virtual CPUs operation.

In a multi-core partitioned system partitions can use one core (mono-core partitions) or several cores (multi-core partitions). Several mapping schemes can be considered:

- Each monocore partition is mapped to one core
- Several monocore partitions are mapped to one core
- A mono-core partition is mapped to different cores at different time intervals
- A multi-core partition is mapped to several cores at the same temporal intervals

Figure 5 shows a configuration with a 3 mono-core and 1 multi-core partitions. Partitions P1, P2 and P3 allocates their virtual core (vCPU) to one of the real cores (CPU0 or CPU1). P3 uses both cores at different intervals. P4 is a multi-core partition (two virtual cores) and requires the use of both real cores.

C. Hypervisor scheduling

XtratuM can associate a scheduling policy to each core or group of cores. Two scheduling policies are implemented: cyclic scheduling and priority based. The policy is statically specified in the configuration file. In the cyclic scheduling, the configuration file specifies the temporal windows or slots in a major frame (MAF) where partitions will be scheduled. Each slot details the partition, the execution interval (as offset from the start of the major time frame and the duration) and the virtual CPU. Partitions definition includes the number of virtual CPUs to be used.

In case of priority based scheduling, partitions, allocated to the core that uses this policy, have to specify the priority, period and budget.

Next listing shows the specification of a cyclic schedule of four partitions in two cores according to the partition mapping shown in Fig 5.

XML configuration file: schedule specification

```
<ProcessorTable>
  <Processor id="0">
    <CyclicPlanTable>
      <Plan id="0" majorFrame="20ms">
        <Slot id="0" start="0ms" duration="3ms" partitionId="1" v_cpuId="0"/>
        <Slot id="1" start="3ms" duration="3ms" partitionId="2" v_cpuId="0"/>
        <Slot id="2" start="7ms" duration="3ms" partitionId="1" v_cpuId="0"/>
        <Slot id="3" start="12ms" duration="3ms" partitionId="1" v_cpuId="0"/>
        <Slot id="4" start="15ms" duration="5ms" partitionId="4" v_cpuId="0"/>
      </Plan>
    </CyclicPlanTable>
  </Processor>
  <Processor id="1">
    <CyclicPlanTable>
      <Plan id="0" majorFrame="20ms">
        <Slot id="0" start="0ms" duration="6ms" partitionId="2" v_cpuId="0"/>
        <Slot id="1" start="7ms" duration="3ms" partitionId="3" v_cpuId="0"/>
        <Slot id="2" start="10ms" duration="3ms" partitionId="2" v_cpuId="0"/>
        <Slot id="3" start="13ms" duration="2ms" partitionId="3" v_cpuId="0"/>
        <Slot id="4" start="15ms" duration="5ms" partitionId="4" v_cpuId="1"/>
      </Plan>
    </CyclicPlanTable>
  </Processor>
</ProcessorTable>
```

Figure 6 draws the execution chronogram of this example. P1 and P2 allocate their vCPU0 to CPU0 and CPU1, respectively. P3 allocates its vCPU0 to CPU0 and CPU1 at different time intervals (no overlap). P4 maps its virtual cores to the real cores at the same time intervals.

The configuration file is statically defined off-line. A set of techniques and tools are required to generate the schedule, according to the partition temporal requirements, criticality level, platform needs, etc., and to verify the coherence and correctness of the final schedule.
In [17], a configuration and scheduling tool is presented. The hypervisor requires a binary representation of a verified configuration file to execute the system.

The main challenge in multi-core hypervisor is to deal with the temporal interference when several cores are executing code at the same time. From the scheduling point of view, the temporal isolation in multi-core can consider two aspects:

- temporal allocation of systems resources: partition execution is statically defined (temporal windows).
- temporal interference: impact of the shared resources use by other cores.

While the hypervisor can guarantee the temporal allocation of resources, it requires the hardware support to deal with the temporal interference.

IV. TEMPORAL INTERFERENCE AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, the performance of the hypervisor layer comparing both architectures proposed in the MultiPARTES project for the AMBA bus: RR and TDMA is evaluated. The target is a LEON3 dual-core at 50MHz with DDR memory.

A. Temporal Interference Analysis

Temporal interference is produced when partitions in different cores use shared resources. We focus on this evaluation on the temporal impact that a target partition suffers when another partition is executed in other core and perform intensive access to memory.

To analyse this impact, a scenario with different levels of overlapping in partitions running in different cores is defined. The scenario is defined with two partitions. \( P_1 \) is the target of evaluation and perform a fixed payload that is measured in an isolated environment. \( P_1 \) performs the following steps: read the clock \( t_1 \), perform the payload, read the clock \( t_2 \) and computes the differences \( t_2 - t_1 \) (execution time). \( P_2 \) is a dummy partition that performs a loop that read and modify the contents of a table. \( P_1 \) is executed in core 0 and \( P_2 \) is executed in core 1.

In order to analyse the effects in the worst conditions, cache management (instructions and data) is disabled for both partitions forcing both partitions to access physically to memory.

This scenario is executed under the following scheduling plan:

- MAF: 300 msec
- Payload cost 20 msec (approx).
- \( P_1 \) slot duration: 150 msec.

Table I shows the results of the impact of \( P_2 \) on the execution of \( P_1 \) in the LEON3 bi-core platform with RR bus arbitration. Under an approximated overlapping of the 25%, the increment of the execution time is in average 2899 \( \mu \)secs (20645 - 20645). Next table presents the statistics of 100 executions of each scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interference</th>
<th>S0</th>
<th>S25</th>
<th>S50</th>
<th>S75</th>
<th>S100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avg</td>
<td>20645</td>
<td>23544</td>
<td>27181</td>
<td>30577</td>
<td>33418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>20780</td>
<td>23557</td>
<td>27326</td>
<td>30614</td>
<td>33691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>20698</td>
<td>23305</td>
<td>27253</td>
<td>30535</td>
<td>33596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stdev</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>12.46</td>
<td>16.77</td>
<td>17.19</td>
<td>22.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results show the impact of the interference when partitions allocated to different cores are executed with a level of overlapping. If both partitions are executed at the same time, the interference can produce an increment of 62% in the execution of \( P_1 \).

Same experiment has been executed in the LEON3 bi-core platform with TDMA bus arbitration. Table II shows the results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interference</th>
<th>S0</th>
<th>S25</th>
<th>S50</th>
<th>S75</th>
<th>S100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avg</td>
<td>120099</td>
<td>120099</td>
<td>120099</td>
<td>120099</td>
<td>120099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>120100</td>
<td>120100</td>
<td>120100</td>
<td>120100</td>
<td>120100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>120097</td>
<td>120096</td>
<td>120098</td>
<td>120098</td>
<td>120098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stdev</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These results show that the impact, as expected, depends on the overlapping interval and the bus arbitration policy. While the
temporal interference has a very high impact in the first hardware platform, the new design based on the TDMA arbitration policy fully achieves the temporal isolation of partitions. This is a relevant result for temporal and spatial partitioning platforms that permits to execute independently applications in multi-core systems.

B. Performance Analysis

In this section, a comparison of the performance of two hardware solutions is performed. Performance analysis includes two parameters: temporal cost of the same activity and hypervisor partition context switch in both platforms.

Table III summarises the temporal costs of the same payload executed in previous experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE III: Temporal cost comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avg Time (µsecs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDMA bus arbitration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR bus arbitration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increment cost factor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The use of a TDMA based arbitration policy introduces delays in the partition execution. For the configuration experimented in this paper, the computation time of a payload is incremented 5.8 times which can be relevant depending on the timing requirements of real-time tasks.

On the other hand, the partition context switch of the hypervisor measures the time required by the hypervisor to switch from one partition to another in a core. This cost has been experimentally measured by instrumenting the hypervisor code to annotate the entry and exit to the partition context switch service. Table IV shows the results in µseccs for both platforms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE IV: PCS comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avg Time (µsecs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDMA bus arbitration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR bus arbitration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increment cost factor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The observed increment of the PCS is 4.65 times. While 224 µseccs for the partition context switch in space applications with period ranges in the order to dozens of milliseconds can be acceptable, the cost of 1 millisecond for the PCS introduces high overheads and reduces the period ranges to hundreds of milliseconds.

V. Conclusion

In mixed-criticality systems, critical applications are subject of certification. Without proper isolation of time-critical applications the process for certifying can become complex and time consuming.

In this paper we describe a memory architecture that provides temporal isolation between virtual partitions. Implementing the dual-layer memory-bus arbiter helps the hypervisor to guarantee time bounds for critical applications and to improve the performance of non-critical applications when they access the shared memory bus. We also demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed memory hierarchy by implementing it in an FPGA and running XtratuM on top of that hardware. The evaluation proves that even when critical partitions execute with full temporal overlap, the temporal properties of each of these partitions are preserved.

In future work we will run parallel applications on the multi-core hardware in order to evaluate the utilization of the hardware at the entire multi-core system level and experiment with the dual-layer arbiter.
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Abstract—Mixed criticality systems offer the opportunity to integrate system components with different levels of assurance that previously may have been placed on different nodes. While the vast majority of mixed criticality work features a HI and a LO criticality level, LO criticality tasks should not be mistaken for tasks with little value. Such tasks might contain mission critical functionality and are still vital for the correct and efficient operation of the system. A large portion of earlier work immediately suspends all LO criticality functionality upon a criticality change. It is clear that suspending tasks at all is highly undesirable, let alone all tasks of a single criticality level at the same time. In this work we consider this issue, we propose a scheme to maintain the operation of lower criticality tasks as long as possible, even when the system is executing in a higher mode. We introduce the notion of importance as a means of deciding which tasks are suspended first. This is done with the aim of allowing the system designer to make these decisions and have greater control over the way their system degrades. We conclude that by using essentially the same analysis and functionality that facilitates multiple criticality levels we are able to provide improved lower criticality performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

The area of Mixed Criticality Systems builds upon an increasing desire to consolidate functionality of different criticality levels onto one platform. This is driven further by the development of more powerful hardware and pressure from industrial sectors, such as aerospace and automotive. A system that consolidates its functionality onto one platform looks to save space, power, weight and reduce hardware costs. Such systems must seek to satisfy two properties, efficient utilisation and isolation of high integrity tasks. Systems may be subject to certification against safety standards such as IEC 61508 or DO-178B, therefore the challenge is providing a means of producing a certifiable system with high overall utilisation.

The initial mixed criticality model proposed by Vestal [11] and used by others such as [3] has a strict notion of a criticality change. A dual criticality system begins executing in the LO criticality mode, if any HI criticality tasks overrun its LO criticality Worst Case Execution Time (WCET) then a criticality change occurs. LO criticality tasks are suspended (although active jobs are allowed to complete), HI criticality tasks are allowed to run to their maximum HI WCET. It is becoming increasingly apparent that the original notion of completely dropping all LO criticality tasks when a criticality change occurs is unacceptable. Although a task might be considered LO criticality, it might still contain mission critical functionality, as such these tasks should not be suspended unless absolutely necessary. It is also clear that simply dropping LO criticality tasks provides the system designer with little control over how their system degrades in the event of an overrun.

The work presented here seeks to address both the issue of immediately dropping all LO tasks and the lack of control over system degradation during overload. This is done by introducing the notion of importance. Importance levels are assigned to all tasks except those at the highest criticality level. Importance provides a greater degree of control and granularity over how a system degrades. This controlled degradation is facilitated by a more realistic view on the behaviour of a task during an overrun. When a task overruns its LO criticality WCET, it is unlikely that it will execute to its HI WCET. It is more likely that such a task might only overrun by a small margin. Rather than immediately dropping all LO criticality tasks our approach seeks to only drop tasks when absolutely required. Control over this degradation is given back to the system designer as the order in which tasks are dropped is determined by the assignment of importance (least important tasks are dropped first). We extend this further by considering groups of tasks as a single application. In this case applications are assigned an importance value, applications are dropped according to importance rather than individual tasks. We show the effectiveness of this technique via experimental results on randomly generated sets of tasks.

The remainder of this document is structured as follows: Section II covers related work, Section III introduces and describes Importance, Section IV evaluates the technique via experimental results and Section V provides some concluding remarks.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section we consider related work where the primary focus is investigating the possible use of existing system slack to improve the level of service provided to LO criticality tasks.

Santy et al. [8] consider situations where LO criticality tasks do not need to be dropped during a criticality change. They showed that some slack often exists before any LO criticality task must be suspended. This period of slack is known as the ‘allowance’. Allowance is shared across all HI criticality tasks, if it is used up LO criticality tasks must be suspended. Their work is based on the observations made about a previously developed technique OCBP [2], they claim that: it is never necessary to drop jobs that have a lower criticality but a higher priority than the current level. Although this assumption seems counter-intuitive, it must be noted...
that OCBP is an older technique which considers a finite set of jobs where ‘no job is allowed to execute for more than its WCET at is own specified criticality’[4]. In short the schedulability test considers all jobs executing in each level, jobs may execute up to their own $C_j(L_j)$ or their $C_j(L_i)$ where $C_j$ is the WCET and $L_j$ is the criticality level of task $j$. They use sensitivity analysis to calculate the allowance (slack) available for HI criticality tasks. On top of this, the possibility of returning the system to the LO criticality mode is considered. The system looks for a level-$\ell$ (where $\ell$ is the criticality level) idle time, a time where no jobs of at least criticality level $\ell$ are waiting to execute. They use this point as the time where the criticality of the system may be reduced.

Su and Zhu [9] consider an Earliest Deadline First based technique ER-EDF (Early Release - EDF). This technique seeks to allow LO criticality tasks to release earlier than their maximum period if there is slack available from the HI criticality tasks. This work is based upon an Elastic Mixed Criticality task model which allows for variable periods from a desired $T_i$ to a maximum $T_i^{max}$. The minimum service requirement for LO tasks can be determined by its largest period. LO tasks may execute more frequently if there is no impact on HI criticality tasks. They evaluate their work by assuming reductions of 2 or 5 times to LO criticality periods. The performance of ER-EDF is compared against EDV-V and is shown to have improved performance. Su et al. [10] extended this work to a multi-core platform.

Both of these techniques represent an attempt to provide some level of service for LO criticality tasks when a system enters the HI mode. Our work goes one step further, as well as considering the potential of using slack to schedule all LO tasks if the overrun is small we also consider the way and order tasks are dropped during a more severe overload.

### III. Importance

In this section we will introduce and expand on the notion of importance. We use an adaptation of the standard system model initially defined in [11]. A system constitutes a finite set of applications $K$. Each of these applications is assigned a criticality level, $L$ (designated by the system designer) and consists of a finite set of sporadic tasks. Each task, $\tau_i$, is defined as $\tau_i = \{C_i, T_i, D_i, L_i\}$ where $C_i$ is a vector of WCETs (one for each criticality), $T_i$ is the period, $D_i$ is the deadline and $L_i$ is the criticality level. Each task gives rise to an unbounded series of jobs. Additionally we consider $L_i$ as the importance of a LO criticality $\tau_i$. Importance might also be assigned to LO criticality applications, which in turn applies this importance level to a group of tasks. In this work we constraining ourselves to consider only criticality dependent WCETs and dual criticality systems with $C_i(LO) \leq C_i(HI)$.

In this work we group sets of tasks at the same criticality level into applications. Applications are designed to better represent a more realistic system model where a group of tasks contribute to a single application. In this case if one task of an application must be suspended, then all other tasks associated with the application must also be suspended. Applications are assigned an importance value, rather than each task individually. It is worth noting that although tasks within an application are of the same criticality, priorities may be interleaved between applications and criticality levels. In the description and examples presented below we consider the case of systems composing of tasks rather than applications. This is to allow for simpler examples that show more clearly the effect of importance.

#### A. Overview

This work introduces the notion of importance, each task within the LO criticality level is assigned an importance value, this provides an order in which tasks might be suspended during an overload. The purpose of this is to provide the designer of the system with more control over the graceful degradation of their system during an overrun. Whereas criticality levels typically involve the assignment of a SIL (Safety Integrity Level) or equivalent, importance is assigned according to how the designer wishes the system to degrade. The difference between criticality and importance is discussed in [6] which considers the properties of a criticality change compared to other mode changes. As mentioned above, the typical response to a criticality change is to drop all tasks of a lower criticality. By assigning importance we suspend tasks in order, lowest importance first. This is done only when the HI criticality overrun is severe enough to warrant the suspension of a task. If the overrun is not severe and there is sufficient slack in the system, it is possible that the system might move into the HI criticality mode, while maintaining all of its LO criticality tasks. As soon as an overrun reaches the point in which a LO criticality task must be dropped, the task with the lowest importance is suspended. Importance provides an extra level of granularity within a level of criticality. The key difference between these two assignments is that criticality is typically assigned due to certification requirements, whereas levels of importance are decided by the system designer. We are using ‘importance’ as an ordinal scale [7] which allows questions such as ‘is application A more important than application B?’ to be answered. We do not extend the notion to an interval or stronger scale that would allow an answer to the following question to be used at run-time: ‘Is application A and B more important than application C?’

Sensitivity analysis is used to determine the severity of the overrun required to drop a particular level of importance. Such analysis begins by checking if the system has any initial slack. It seeks to find a point during the HI criticality overrun at which the system is unschedulable and such a LO criticality task must be dropped. Once a point is found at which a task must be dropped, that point is recorded and the analysis begins to search for the next point by increasing the severity of the overrun. This process is repeated until a point is recorded at each time a LO criticality task must be dropped. It is possible that not all LO criticality tasks will be dropped, this depends on the properties of a task set, in particular its HI criticality utilisation. During runtime if a HI criticality task overrun its LO WCET up to the first recorded point, the

$^{1}$All tasks within one application are of the same criticality level.

$^{2}$For a dual criticality system, LO/HI, a system with greater than two criticality levels would see importance assigned within all but the highest level.

$^{3}$Although importance is not named explicitly.
least important LO criticality task is suspended. This process continues if the overrun continues to increase.

We note here that in the case of high priority, high importance LO criticality tasks, we mostly consider their effect on the schedulability of the system even after they have been suspended. In order to do this we must consider their bounded interference on the task set up to the point that they are suspended. This is similar to the way AMC [3] (Adaptive Mixed Criticality) bounds the interference created by high priority LO criticality tasks during a criticality change. Consider the set of tasks in Table I:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_k$</td>
<td>LO</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_j$</td>
<td>LO</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_i$</td>
<td>HI</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I
BASIC EXAMPLE.

Initially we consider the schedulability of the LO and HI mode as well as the criticality change. The calculations for the LO mode and the change are shown in Equations (1) and (2) respectively, we exclude the HI mode as there is only one HI criticality task:

$$R_i(LO) = C_i(LO) + \left[ \frac{R_i(LO)}{T_k} \right] C_k(LO) + \left[ \frac{R_j(LO)}{T_j} \right] C_j(LO)$$

$$R_i(LO) = C_i(LO) + \left[ \frac{R_i(LO)}{T_k} \right] C_k(LO) + \left[ \frac{R_j(LO)}{T_j} \right] C_j(LO)$$

Such that:

$$R_i(HI) \leq D_i$$

Where $R_i(HI)$ and $R_i(LO)$ are the response times of $\tau_i$ in the HI and LO criticality modes respectively.

We increase the overrun of $\tau_i$ from $C_i(LO)$ until we determine a point at which $\tau_j$, the least important task, $\tau_j$ at $I = 2$, must be dropped.

$$R_i^{(2)}(LO) = C_i^{(2)}(LO) + \left[ \frac{R_i^{(2)}(LO)}{T_k} \right] C_k(LO) + \left[ \frac{R_j^{(2)}(LO)}{T_j} \right] C_j(LO)$$

Next we attempt to increase the overrun until $\tau_k$ must be dropped. We use the response time just calculated, $R_i^{(2)}(LO)$ to bound the possible interference of $\tau_j$.

$$R_i^{(2)}(LO) = C_i^{(2)}(LO) + \left[ \frac{R_i^{(2)}(LO)}{T_k} \right] C_k(LO) + \left[ \frac{R_j^{(2)}(LO)}{T_j} \right] C_j(LO)$$

In this way we account for the possible LO criticality, high priority interference up to the point at which a task is suspended.

B. Priority assignment

During sensitivity analysis, as the HI criticality tasks overrun is increased, it is likely that a particular LO criticality task will miss its deadline and cause the system to be seen as unschedulable. As we must drop our LO criticality tasks in order of Importance we may not be able to drop the task that might make the set immediately schedulable again. In extreme cases several other LO tasks might need to be dropped before the offending LO task can be dropped and the system can be seen as schedulable at a particular overload level. In a fixed priority system it is highly likely that the task which misses its deadline will be at the lowest priority. By slightly adapting Audsley’s priority assignment technique [1] we can attempt to place tasks of lower importance at a lower priority. This is much the same as aiming to give lower criticality tasks lower priorities. This approach would work as follows:

For each priority level, beginning at the lowest, Check the schedulability of each task at this level. If more than one task is schedulable first differentiate by assigning the lower priority to the lower criticality. If many tasks that might be assigned a particular priority are of LO criticality, assign the priority to the task with the lowest importance value.

Algorithm 1: Audsley’s Approach [1] with importance.

By assigning lower importance tasks lower priorities this reduces the chance of having to drop multiple tasks in order to make the system schedulable again.

C. Examples

A simple example can be used to illustrate the basic functionality of Importance. Consider the task set in Table II:

$$R_i^{(2)}(HI) = C_i(HI) + \left[ \frac{R_i^{(2)}(HI)}{T_k} \right] C_k(LO) + \left[ \frac{R_j^{(2)}(HI)}{T_j} \right] C_j(LO)$$

According to AMCrtb [3].
The result of this shows that the HI criticality tasks are also HI priority, they do not need to worry about interference from LO criticality tasks during their execution. Importantly provides us with a set of points at which LO criticality tasks will be prevented from executing. These points give the system designer greater control over HI criticality degradation and allow the system resources to remain highly utilised. Crucially, regardless of the priority levels involved, this approach provides an improved level of service for LO criticality tasks, potentially reducing their likelihood of being suspended.

A second example can be used to highlight some interesting behaviour. Table III shows an example task set with importance assigned to the LO criticality tasks. Sensitivity analysis has been carried out on this set to determine the points at which each task must be dropped during an HI criticality overrun.

### Table II
A Simple Example.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>C(LO)</th>
<th>C(HI)</th>
<th>T=D</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t₁</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>HI</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t₂</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>LO</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t₃</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>LO</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II**

If \( t₁ \) were to exceed its \( C₃(LO) \) by 2, \( t₃ \) would have to be dropped as it would miss its deadline and cause the system to be unschedulable. Finally at an overrun of 4, \( t₂ \) must be suspended. It is worth noting that such tasks would need to be suspended at time 3 for \( t₃ \) and 5 for \( t₂ \) if \( t₁ \) does not signal completion at each of these times.

If the HI criticality tasks are also HI priority, they do not need to worry about interference from LO criticality tasks during their execution. Importance provides us with a set of points at which LO criticality tasks will be prevented from executing. These points give the system designer greater control over HI criticality degradation and allow the system resources to remain highly utilised. Crucially, regardless of the priority levels involved, this approach provides an improved level of service for LO criticality tasks, potentially reducing their likelihood of being suspended.

A second example can be used to highlight some interesting behaviour. Table III shows an example task set with importance assigned to the LO criticality tasks. Sensitivity analysis has been carried out on this set to determine the points at which each task must be dropped during an HI criticality overrun.

### Table III
A More Complex Example.

The least important task, \( t₂ \) must be dropped when an overrun of HI criticality task \( t₁ \) reaches 5 units of execution without signalling completion. In other words, \( t₂ \) must be dropped as soon as an overrun is detected. Tasks \( t₃ \) and \( t₄ \) may continue to execute, if \( t₁ \) does not complete after 10 units of execution, \( t₃ \) and \( t₄ \) must be suspended.

At each stage of the sensitivity analysis we re-check the schedulability of the system. For example if we assume an overrun of 1 to \( t₁ \) then essentially we do the following calculation.

\[
R₂(LO) = 5 + \frac{22}{25} \cdot \frac{6}{8} + \frac{22}{5} \cdot 1 = 22
\]  

The result of this shows that \( t₂ \) will overrun its deadline if \( t₁ \) exceeds its LO criticality execution by 1. As such it is clear that \( t₂ \) must be suspended as soon as \( t₁ \) reaches 5 units of execution without signalling completion.

The lowest priority task is now \( t₁ \). At an overrun of 10 (9 without signalling completion) the task set is unschedulable.

\[
R₁(LO) = 10 + \frac{21}{8} + \frac{21}{5} = 21 \tag{6}
\]

\[
R₁(HI) = 15 + \frac{21}{8} + \frac{21}{5} = 26
\]

Thus giving the result of 26, and making an overrun of 10 with both tasks being unschedulable. In this case \( t₃ \) is suspended leaving just \( t₁ \) and \( t₄ \) executing. If we just include these two tasks it would seem that \( t₄ \) does not need to be suspended, the calculation would be as follows:

\[
R₁(LO) = 15 + \frac{19}{5} = 19 \tag{7}
\]

\[
R₁(HI) = 15 + \frac{19}{5} = 19
\]

However when calculating the schedulability of this situation we must include the prior interference from \( t₃ \), we use the previously calculated LO response time at overrun 9 to cap the possible interference caused by \( t₃ \).

\[
R₁(LO) = 9 + \frac{19}{8} \cdot 2 + \frac{19}{5} = 19 \tag{8}
\]

\[
R₁(LO) = 10 + \frac{19}{8} \cdot 2 + \frac{21}{5} = 21 \tag{9}
\]

Here it is clear that if \( t₁ \) reaches an overrun of 9 without signalling completion both \( t₃ \) and \( t₄ \) must be suspended in order to allow \( t₁ \) to meet its deadline. This can be shown further by considering the execution trace shown in Figure 1. This trace shows the situation where the interference from \( t₃ \) is not considered. However, it is clear that \( t₄ \) may not remain schedulable as the example then shows \( t₁ \) executing until time 26 and exceeding its deadline. If both \( t₃ \) and \( t₄ \) were dropped after an overrun of 9, \( t₁ \) would meet its deadline. As such, it is clear that when considering higher priority LO criticality tasks that are suspended, we must account for their impact throughout the execution. This is similar to including the bounded impact of LO criticality tasks on HI criticality tasks during a criticality change.

This example raises a very interesting point. As in the first instance, when trying to find a time in which \( t₄ \) must be dropped we maximised the possible overrun of \( t₃ \), it is clear that at this point \( t₄ \) must also be suspended. This is because we must include the interference suffered from \( t₃ \) until it is suspended. We know that all 3 tasks are not schedulable beyond point 9, as such both must be suspended at the same instant. This is due to the fact we must include the same amount of interference from \( t₃ \) as the previous calculation. It seems likely that as we include interference from previously suspended higher priority LO criticality tasks, most higher priority LO criticality tasks will be dropped at the same instant. It is worth noting that even if such high priority LO tasks are only able to remain schedulable up to a HI criticality overrun of 10%, the likelihood of the system overrunning by 10% may be relatively low.

D. Further points

One of the fundamental assumptions of this work is that HI criticality overruns are not likely to be as severe as their HI WCET suggests. To support this assumption we can look...
Audsley’s algorithm [1] as seen in Section III, part B. for this level. Priorities were assigned via our version of applications and no assignment of importance is required. HI criticality tasks were left as individual tasks rather than generated per task set. The LO criticality tasks we randomly utilisations generated criticality, generated in a log uniform distribution. Our task sets are dual the UuniFast Algorithm [5], periods between X and Y were created as follows. Utilisation values were generated via 

\[ C(LO) = U \times T \]

\[ C(HI) \]

values were created from the periods and \( C(LO) \), \( C(HI) \). 25 LO criticality tasks and 5 HI criticality tasks were used, introducing levels of importance will provide a better level of service for LO criticality tasks.

In our work we also introduced the notion of groups of tasks as applications. Tasks of one application share a level of importance and will therefore be suspended as a group. It is worth noting that although applications share a level of importance, the priorities of individual tasks may be interleaved. The purpose of this is to better capture the nature of applications as groups of tasks, although these tasks might be interconnected we only consider independent tasks in this work.

Our experimental data was produced from 10,000 randomly generated tasks with a total LO utilisation of 85%, these were created as follows. Utilisation values were generated via the UuniFast Algorithm [5], periods between X and Y were generated in a log uniform distribution. Our task sets are dual criticality, \( C(LO) \) values were created from the periods and utilisations generated \( C = U \times T \), \( C(HI) \) values were 2 times \( C(LO) \), 25 LO criticality tasks and 5 HI criticality tasks were generated per task set. The LO criticality tasks we randomly grouped into 5 applications (5 tasks per application), each application was randomly assigned a level of importance. HI criticality tasks were left as individual tasks rather than applications and no assignment of importance is required for this level. Priorities were assigned via our version of Audsley’s algorithm [1] as seen in Section III, part B.

It is worth noting that in experiments such as this, there are a huge number of parameters which will affect what the results look like. The total number of tasks will effect the results, as will the distribution of these tasks between HI and LO criticality. The relative utilisation of the HI and LO modes has a big impact as to when LO criticality applications must be dropped, as does the difference between a HI criticality task, \( \tau_i \)'s, \( C_i(LO) \) and \( C_i(HI) \). We have described the values we used in our experimentation, different parameters will produce different looking graphs. However, the key result remains the same regardless of the parameters used.

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccccc}
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 & 8 & 9 & 10 \\
11 & 12 & 13 & 14 & 15 & 16 & 17 & 18 & 19 & 20 \\
21 & 22 & 23 & 24 & 25
\end{array}
\]

Fig. 1. An execution trace of Table III.

IV. EVALUATION

The notion of importance is relatively easy to explain, however, its effectiveness is not so easy to quantify. As schedulability is not improved via the use of this technique another means of showing its effectiveness is required. In our evaluation we firstly illustrate simply how our approach is able to stagger the process of dropping LO criticality tasks and secondly we consider a probabilistic view that considers the severity of an overrun. Both illustrations show how our approach is able to reduce the chance of LO criticality tasks being suspended.

Our experimental data was produced from 10,000 randomly generated tasks with a total LO utilisation of 85%, these were created as follows. Utilisation values were generated via the UuniFast Algorithm [5], periods between X and Y were generated in a log uniform distribution. Our task sets are dual criticality, \( C(LO) \) values were created from the periods and utilisations generated \( C = U \times T \), \( C(HI) \) values were 2 times \( C(LO) \), 25 LO criticality tasks and 5 HI criticality tasks were generated per task set. The LO criticality tasks we randomly grouped into 5 applications (5 tasks per application), each application was randomly assigned a level of importance. HI criticality tasks were left as individual tasks rather than applications and no assignment of importance is required for this level. Priorities were assigned via our version of Audsley’s algorithm [1] as seen in Section III, part B.

It is worth noting that in experiments such as this, there are a huge number of parameters which will affect what the results look like. The total number of tasks will effect the results, as will the distribution of these tasks between HI and LO criticality. The relative utilisation of the HI and LO modes has a big impact as to when LO criticality applications must be dropped, as does the difference between a HI criticality task, \( \tau_i \)'s, \( C_i(LO) \) and \( C_i(HI) \). We have described the values we used in our experimentation, different parameters will produce different looking graphs. However, the key result remains the same regardless of the parameters used.

Our experiments firstly ran each generated task set through the schedulability test AMCrth [3] to ascertain schedulability and if schedulable, provide a priority ordering. Each task set that passed this test was then run through sensitivity analysis to determine the points at which LO criticality applications must be dropped, these points were recorded and used later to present the results. In some cases a task set might only need to drop one application and in others it might need to drop all 5. During sensitivity analysis all HI criticality WCET values are increased by the same percentage, this seemed like a reasonable assumption as it is difficult to model the likelihood of each HI criticality task individually overrunning. On top of this, a single HI criticality task overrunning its \( LO \) WCET is not likely to have that much of an impact on the system, especially as our HI criticality tasks do not have particularly high utilisations individually.

Figure 2 shows the number of applications dropped on the Y axis against the severity of the overrun as a percentage increase from \( C(LO) \) on the X axis. The graph clearly shows that our approach is able to maintain LO criticality functionality for a significantly increased amount of time. This is even more apparent if you consider that the probability of an overrun occurring even beyond the 5% initial slack becomes exponentially more unlikely. Figure 3 shows the potential likelihood of an overrun reaching each point and causing a task to be suspended. The probabilities used here are merely designed to illustrate the point and are not meant as realistic values.
Fig. 2. Results from 10,000 random task sets.

Fig. 3. Example probability of overrun in log scale.

If we consider Figure 3 with a linear scale it is easy to see that, even if the system can maintain all LO tasks during an overrun of 5%, this is still a significant improvement when taking into account the probability of the overrun actually reaching that level. This is shown in Figure 4:

Fig. 4. Example probability of overrun in linear scale.

V. CONCLUSION

It is clear that as we move to consider more realistic mixed criticality implementations, simply dropping LO criticality tasks when a criticality change occurs is unacceptable. In this work we have introduced the notion of importance, we discussed the reasoning and illustrated the benefits through discussion and experimental results. Importance provides the designer of a system with a greater level of control and knowledge over the likely behaviour of their system during a criticality change. We show the effectiveness of importance by considering the reduced number of tasks dropped and the increased HI criticality system utilisation. This is done via experimental evaluation on randomly generated task sets. During the experimentation we introduced the notion of several tasks grouped as applications, applications aim to provide a more realistic system model. Further work might consider importance at greater than two criticality levels or it might consider a means of re-introducing LO criticality tasks when recovering from an overrun. To summarise, we have introduced importance as a means to provide a greater level of control and guarantees for LO criticality tasks during a criticality change.
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Abstract - Enabling computer tasks with different levels of criticality running on a common hardware platform has been an increasingly important trend in the design of real-time and embedded systems. On such systems, a real-time task may exhibit different WCETs (Worst Case Execution Times) in different criticality modes. It has been well-known that traditional real-time scheduling methods are not applicable to ensure the timely requirement of the mixed-criticality tasks. In this paper, we study a problem of scheduling real-time, mixed-criticality tasks with fault tolerance. An off-line algorithm is proposed to enhance the performance of the system when it runs into a high-criticality mode from a low-criticality mode. A novel on-line slack-reclaiming algorithm is also proposed to recover from as many faults as possible before the jobs' deadline. Our simulations show that an improvement of about 30% in performance can be seen between our algorithm and a regular slack-reclaiming method.

I. INTRODUCTION

The integration of multiple functionalities on a single hardware platform is an increasing trend in the design of embedded systems with the consideration of reducing cost. While the tasks running on these systems share resources they do not share the same importance (criticality). Therefore, the concept of mixed-criticality has risen. Some widely-discussed cases about mixed-criticality are the application domains that need to be certified correct by Certification Authorities (CA's) [1]. In these cases, different computer tasks performed on the same system require different levels of assurance. This difference probably produces different WCETs of the the critical tasks estimated by the CA's and the system designers. The CA's may be more concerned about some tasks' assurance than the system designers do. As a result, it brings issues to the scheduling of real-time tasks with different levels of criticality in a timely manner. It has been well-known that conventional scheduling methods cannot satisfactorily address these issues.

Mixed-criticality systems recently become one of the research focuses in the community of real-time and embedded systems. For examples, Sanjoy Baruah et al. demonstrate the intractability of determining whether a mixed-criticality system can be scheduled to meet all its certification requirements, and then two scheduling techniques are proposed to scheduling such mixed-criticality systems [1]. De Niz et al. study the criticality inversion problem and propose a new scheduling scheme called zero-slash scheduling which can be used with priority-based preemptive schedulers (e.g., RMS) [2]. Later, the work is extended to work with solutions for a distributed system [3]. For solving the problems under a dynamic priority scheduler EDF (Earliest Deadline First), Baruah et al. [4] propose an effective and efficient scheduling algorithm, namely EDF-VD (virtual deadline), in which two different deadlines are used for some tasks if they may exhibit two different WCETs during the run-time. In order to guarantee the timeliness of high-criticality tasks most of existing algorithms completely sacrifice the executions of low-criticality tasks [1-6]. This strategy is too conservative and not necessary in most cases. Also, too many jobs abandoned can seriously degrade the system’s performance or even cause service abrupt.

Real-time systems not only have temporal constraints to meet, computation quality constraints are also clearly important for a system with critical tasks. In a mixed-criticality system, faults or errors may happen during tasks’ execution which can either produce incorrect results or cause critical tasks to miss deadlines, both of which may be catastrophic. It has been shown that in a computer system transient faults occur much more frequently than permanent faults do [7, 8]. Transient faults can be tolerated by adding redundancy where a task will be re-executed if it completes with errors. There is little work to study both fault-tolerance and mixed criticality systems. In [14], the author studies the fixed-priority schedulability test condition for a mixed-criticality system. In [15], Huang et al describes a method to convert the fault-tolerant problem into a standard scheduling problem in a mixed-criticality system.

In this work, we consider a problem that schedules a set of real-time, fault-tolerant tasks in a mixed-criticality system using EDF. Each task in the system is periodic and characterized by a 4-tuple of parameters: \( \tau_i = (p_i, X_i, c_i(LO), c_i(HI)) \). Without loss of generality, all tasks are assumed to be active at time 0. The \( p_i \) is a period which is the length of the interval between any two \( \tau_i 's \) consecutive job releases and also the relative deadline of the task. The \( X_i \in \{ LO, HI \} \) denotes the criticality of \( \tau_i \). A HI-criticality task \( \tau_i \) may exhibit two WCETs \( c_i(LO) \) and \( c_i(HI) \) during the run-time where \( c_i(HI) \geq c_i(LO) \). A LO-criticality task \( \tau_i \) has only the \( c_i(LO) \) defined and its \( c_i(HI) \) is defined as none. After a system starts to run, all tasks have an infinite sequence of jobs to execute. The \( j^{th} \) job of \( \tau_i \) is released at \((j - 1)p_i \). Initially, all HI-criticality and LO-criticality tasks in the system are scheduled using their \( c_i(LO) 's \) and in this stage the system is said to be in the LO-criticality mode. During the execution, a HI-criticality task may signal that its execution time exceeds its \( c_i(LO) \). At this point, all HI-criticality tasks will assume
their \(c_i(HI)\)'s and the system will go into the HI-criticality mode. In order to enhance the system’s reliability, the primary and re-execution approach [9, 10] is used and a re-execution may be performed after errors are detected at the completion of the primary execution.

II. AN OFF-LINE ALGORITHM

In our work, we adopt similar notations as used in [4] for utilization parameters for tasks. A general format is defined as follows:

\[
U_y^a(a) = \sum_{a \in \{ pri, re \} \wedge X_i=x} c_i(y) / p_i
\]  

(1)

The superscript and the subscript next to the \(U\) denote the system mode and type of task, respectively. If with \(a\), it indicates that it is for primary execution or re-execution.

In [4], without a consideration of primary or re-execution, a virtual deadline used for each HI-criticality task in the LO-criticality mode is obtained off-line with a scaling factor \(x\), where the virtual relative deadline of the HI-criticality \(\tau_i\) is equal to \(x \times p_i\). The \(x\) is a value defined as:

\[
x \in \left[ \frac{U_{HI}^{LO}(pri)}{1-U_{LO}^{LO}(pri)}, 1-\frac{U_{HI}^{HI}(re)}{U_{LO}^{LO}(re)} \right]
\]  

(2)

Any value in the range can be used for \(x\). When a system is signaled with the HI-criticality mode, all HI-criticality tasks \(\tau_i\) use their \(c_i(HI)\) and all LO-criticality tasks are abandoned immediately. If such a range is not found, for example, \(\frac{U_{HI}^{LO}(pri)}{1-U_{LO}^{LO}(pri)} > 1-\frac{U_{HI}^{HI}(re)}{U_{LO}^{LO}(re)}\), the HI-criticality tasks cannot be guaranteed to meet their deadline during the mode conversion.

The aspect of our work is different. We assume that the low-criticality tasks are not trivial but the reliability of them can be traded for schedulability. In our method, we not only assure the primary execution and re-execution for all HI-criticality tasks, but also maximize the executions of LO-criticality tasks. If the resource is sufficient, the re-executions for LO-criticality tasks are scheduled as well in order to enhance the overall reliability.

In this section, we introduce an off-line algorithm to calculate (maximize) the number of tasks, including HI- and LO-criticality tasks, with the primary and re-executions reserved. The system starts with every task having both primary and re-executions reserved in the LO-criticality mode. HI-criticality tasks are required to reserve their primary execution and re-execution in HI-criticality modes to maintain high reliability. Next, we try to reserve the primary executions then the re-executions of LO-criticality tasks. During the HI-criticality mode, the primary and re-executions of the HI-criticality tasks have the equal importance and they must be reserved, but for LO-criticality tasks the primary executions are reserved before the re-executions. The re-executions of LO-criticality tasks are reserved only after all other primary executions are reserved. The order to reserve the executions is as follows: primary and re-executions of HI-criticality tasks, primary execution of LO-criticality tasks and then re-execution of LO criticality tasks. For the problem to be non-trivial, we assume that the re-executions cannot be guaranteed for all LO-criticality tasks in the HI-criticality mode.

According to the schedulability test of EDF, for the system schedulable in the LO-criticality mode with every task’s primary and re-execution reserved, the total utilization is at most 1:

\[
U_{HI}^{LO}(pri) + U_{HI}^{LO}(re) + U_{LO}^{LO}(pri) + U_{LO}^{LO}(re) \leq 1
\]  

(3)

During the execution, the system goes into the HI-criticality mode if there is any HI-criticality task exceeding its \(c(LO)\). We call the event as mode conversion. In a mode conversion, all HI-criticality tasks must maintain their fault-tolerance and both of their primary and re-execution will use their \(c(HI)\) for the WCET. In order to walk through the mode conversion, the \(x\) is calculated as in (2), where \(x \times d_i\) is used for the HI-criticality task’s relative deadline in LO-criticality mode. It switches back to the original relative deadline while the system goes into the HI-criticality mode. The following conditions calculate the two boundaries in (2) for the scaling factor to ensure that all HI-criticality tasks’ primary and re-execution are reserved in the HI-criticality mode without missing their deadlines:

\[
x \geq \frac{U_{HI}^{LO}(pri) + U_{LO}^{LO}(pri)}{1-U_{HI}^{HI}(re)-U_{LO}^{HI}(re)}
\]  

(4)

\[
x \leq \frac{1-(U_{HI}^{HI}(pri)+U_{HI}^{LO}(re))}{U_{LO}^{LO}(pri)+U_{HI}^{LO}(re)}
\]  

(5)

An important examination in above inequalities is that there is a room between these two boundaries so that it can be used to keep some LO-criticality tasks’ executions in the system’s HI-criticality mode. The significance of utilizing this room is two-fold. First, having more executions of LO-criticality tasks performed increases a system’s overall value and improves the system’s performance. Second, when more tasks have a re-execution reserved it makes the system more reliable and predictable. With doing a small modification, the inequalities 4 and 5 can be re-written for including the reserved re-executions for some LO-criticality tasks in the HI-criticality mode:

\[
x \geq \frac{U_{HI}^{LO}(pri) + U_{HI}^{LO}(re) + U_{LO}^{LO}(pri)'}{1-U_{LO}^{LO}(re)}
\]  

(6)

\[
x \leq \frac{1-(U_{HI}^{HI}(pri)+U_{HI}^{LO}(re)+U_{LO}^{LO}(pri)')} {U_{LO}^{LO}(re)'}
\]  

(7)

The \(U_{LO}^{LO}(pri)'\) in inequality 6 and the \(U_{LO}^{LO}(pri)'\) in inequality 7 denote, of the LO-criticality tasks, the utilization for the reserved primary execution and the utilization of the primary execution not reserved, respectively. If the resource sufficiently allows all LO-criticality tasks to have their primary executions reserved, we can try to reserve more re-executions for LO-criticality tasks.

\[
x \geq \frac{U_{HI}^{LO}(pri) + U_{HI}^{LO}(re) + U_{LO}^{LO}(pri)}{1-U_{LO}^{LO}(re)}
\]  

(8)

\[
x \leq \frac{1-(U_{HI}^{HI}(pri)+U_{HI}^{LO}(re)+U_{LO}^{LO}(pri) + U_{LO}^{LO}(re))}{U_{LO}^{LO}(re)'}
\]  

(9)
The $U_{LO}^{HI}(re)$ in inequality 8 and the $U_{LO}^{LO}(re)$ in inequality 9 denote, of the LO-criticality tasks, the utilization for the reserved re-execution and the utilization of the re-execution not reserved, respectively.

We notice that when an execution of a LO-criticality task is moved from a denominator to a numerator, the gap between the two boundaries is narrowed. A similarity can be found between the problem and the bin-packing problem. Intuitively, the smallest first approach is a good way to optimize the solution. We demonstrate our solution in Algorithm 1 (Max. Re-executions). In the input, $U_1$ represents the numerator of inequality 6 or 8. $U_2$ represents the sub-tractor in the numerator of inequality 7 or 9, and $U_3$ is equal to the remaining, total utilization for un-reserved executions. The $x_1$ and $x_2$ are the left and right boundaries of $x$ and when the final boundaries are found we set $x = x_2$. Utilizations of LO-criticality tasks that are not reserved are sorted from small to large as part of the input. The primary executions are allocated for reservations before the re-executions. Line 8 and Line 9 tell that before the loop starts if $x_2 < x_1$, the system is not able to reserve all HI-criticality tasks’ primary executions and re-executions. From Line 11 to Line 24, the loop adds one primary execution of a LO-criticality execution a time, from small to large, to the reserved ones. If all LO-criticality primary executions can be reserved, it will try to reserve more LO-criticality re-executions. It calculates $x_1$ and $x_2$ in each iteration by using the updated utilizations. The $x$ is returned while the gap between $x_1$ and $x_2$ is minimized. If a system is schedulable with the virtual deadlines, during LO-criticality mode the value of $x 	imes d_i$ is assigned as the relative deadlines to all HI-criticality tasks for both primary and re-executions, and to all LO-criticality tasks for their reserved executions. The executions from LO-criticality tasks that are not reserved, use their original deadlines in the LO-criticality mode and are abandoned or run in background in the HI-criticality mode.

Compared with using the approaches discarding all LO-criticality tasks, Algorithm 1 not only guarantees the HI-criticality tasks’ deadlines and fault-tolerance in both HI and LO-criticality modes, some LO-criticality tasks’ executions are also reserved if the resource is sufficient. The guarantee of meeting the reserved executions’ deadlines during both criticality modes and the mode conversion is proved in Theorem 1.

Theorem 1: There is no deadline miss if it uses the $x$ returned by Algorithm 1 to calculate the virtual deadlines used in LO-criticality mode for all reserved executions and discard the un-reserved re-executions during the HI-criticality mode.

The proof is supported by two facts. The first one is the mapping of our task set to the task set used in the proof in [4] to support the validity using virtual deadlines. Algorithm 1 in fact makes the following executions’ behavior as HI-criticality: primary and re-executions of HI-criticality tasks, and reserved LO-criticality executions. By using the calculated virtual deadlines, every task’s reserved execution does not miss its deadline. The correctness directly follows the Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 in [4]. The second fact is that by using EDF, any reduction of execution does not cause a deadline violation. In our problem, if a primary execution completes correctly, its reserved re-execution is not performed. This is the same as reducing the re-execution’s running time to be zero which will not cause any deadline violation.

Algorithm 1: Maximize Re-executions

Table 1. Calculated relative deadlines of primary and re-executions of a 5-tasks set
III. AN ON-LINE SLACK RECLAIMING ALGORITHM

The strategy of using re-executions to preserve the reliability is relatively conservative. It is expected that most job instances in a system do not produce errors and therefore the resource for the reserved re-executions is wasted. Also, it is well adopted that in most of the time a real-time task does not use up its WCET. Clearly, slack is generated in these two cases. When a fault is detected by a LO-criticality job without a re-execution reserved, the slack may not be large enough to re-execute. However, if we accept a small probability of a sacrifice of the predictability, we may be able to borrow some slack from a future execution to increase the amount of the available slack at that time. Figure 1 shows an example of three tasks in the HI-criticality mode: \( \tau_1 \) is a HI-criticality task with \( c_1(HI) = 2.01 \), and \( \tau_2 \) and \( \tau_3 \) are two LO-criticality tasks with the same \( c(LO) = 1 \). Both \( \tau_1 \) and \( \tau_2 \) have a re-execution reserved. Assume that time \( t \) is a LCM (Least Common Multiple) of the three tasks and their periods are 7, 8 and 7. So, for each task there is a job arriving at \( t \). The HI-criticality mode is assumed to be the mode at and after time \( t \). Now suppose that both the first jobs of \( \tau_1 \) and \( \tau_2 \) in the figure have a fault detected at their completion. The left schedule shows that the first job of \( \tau_3 \) will miss its deadline at time \( t+7 \) if a re-execution is performed using the slack generated from the no-operation of \( \tau_3 \)'s re-execution. The right schedule shows a possible solution that a future re-execution of \( \tau_2 \) can be borrowed to re-execute the job of \( \tau_3 \) early. If the job of \( \tau_2 \) completes without errors, no impact is posed to it. Even if the job of \( \tau_2 \) ends with an incorrect result due to a lack of the re-execution, the consequence is not catastrophic because both jobs are not HI-criticality. Considering the small likelihood of a fault actually occurring, the idea behind this solution has the potential to increase the overall reliability and system’s performance.

Now, we are ready to present our on-line slack reclaiming algorithm. When an additional re-execution not reserved is needed to perform, the slack generated from the early completion of jobs (including no-operations of reserved re-executions) and system idle time are firstly used because they are most safe. A borrowing from the future is performed only if the slack in the previous cases is not sufficient. The borrowing only happens at a future re-execution of a LO-criticality task because HI-criticality tasks require the highest level of fault-tolerance. Algorithm 2 is based on the approach in [5, 6] (CASH) and a modification to allow the borrowing of future re-executions is applied.

1) Each task \( \tau_i \) is associated with a server \( S_i \) characterized by a current budget \( b_i \) and an ordered pair \( (q_i, p_i) \), where \( q_i \) is the maximum budget and \( p_i \) is the period of the server and the task. If a task has a re-execution statically reserved, \( q_i = 2 \times c_i \); otherwise, \( q_i = c_i \).
2) When the system in the HI-criticality mode, the \( c_i \) for a HI-criticality task is the LO one, and the \( p_i \) is equal to its virtual relative deadline. If a mode conversion occurs, all HI-criticality tasks will use their HI-criticality execution time for \( c_i \) and their original relative deadline as \( p_i \).
3) At each time \( (k - 1) \times p_i, k \in \mathbb{N}^+ \), the server budget \( b_i \) is recharged at the maximum value \( q_i \) and the new deadline of the server is \( d_{i,k} = k \times p_i \). The \( \tau_{i,k} \) with a total execution time equal to \( b_i \) is inserted into a waiting queue, and scheduled using the server’s deadline.
4) A server \( S_i \) is said to be active at time \( t \) if there are jobs associated with it pending; otherwise, it is said to be idle.
5) There is a slack queue such as the one used in [11]. Whenever \( \tau_{i,k} \) is scheduled for execution, it always uses the slack with the earliest deadline such that \( d_q \leq d_{i,k} \). Otherwise, its own budget \( b_i \) is used. When \( \tau_{i,k} \) is executed, the slack in the slack queue or the server budget is decreased by the same amount. When a slack capacity in the queue becomes zero, it is removed from the queue.
6) When a fault of a completion of \( \tau_{i,k} \)'s primary execution is detected at \( t \), the total execution time of \( \tau_{i,k} \) is increased by \( c_i \).
7) When the server \( S_i \) is active and \( b_i \) becomes zero at \( t \), it finds the first LO-criticality job with an execution reserved in the queue which has not finished its primary execution (if any). Then, do the following:

   a) The job’s server donates a budget of its re-execution to \( S_i \).
   b) \( S_i \)'s deadline is set to \( d_d - c_d \), where \( d_d \) is the deadline of the donating server of the job and \( c_d \) is the remaining primary execution time of the server from the donating task.

If no such LO-criticality jobs in the waiting queue exist, the re-execution of \( \tau_{i,k} \) only runs while the system becomes idle.
8) When a job’s deadline is reached, even though it has not been finished yet, the job is terminated and its new instance in the next interval starts as in step 3.
9) When a job finishes or is terminated, the residual budget of its server, if any, is inserted into the slack queue using its server’s deadline.
10) Whenever the system becomes idle for an interval of time, the slack with the earliest deadline, if any, in the slack queue is decreased by the same amount of time until the queue becomes empty.

Algorithm 2: CBS-FT (CBS-Fault Tolerance)

The step 7 states how the server \( S_i \) borrows and uses a
capacity of time from a donating server by setting a new deadline, $d_3 - c_p$, which is the latest time to use that capacity. We restrict to use our on-line algorithms in the cases where all LO-criticality tasks have their primary executions reserved. Otherwise, we just execute the un-reserved executions using the regular slack. We use the same example in Figure 1 to explain the process. At time $t+5.02$, a fault is detected for $\tau_3$ and another WCET (1.0) is added to the execution time requirement. At this point $S_3$’s server budget is equal to zero and it finds $S_2$ from the waiting queue. $S_2$ donates a capacity of time of 1.0 to $S_3$ so that now $b_3 = 1$ and $b_2 = 1$. $S_3$’s new deadline is set to be $t+8-1=t+7$ so $\tau_3$ is scheduled before $\tau_2$ and the re-execution of $\tau_3$ completes in time. Later, $\tau_2$ completes its primary execution correctly and the budget for its reserved re-execution is not wasted. In this case, all tasks finally complete with the correct results.

### IV. Performance and Discussions

In this section, we perform simulations to evaluate the performance of our off-line Max. Re-executions and on-line CBS-FT algorithm. For the algorithm Max. Re-execution, each time a task set of ten periodic tasks is randomly generated. The total utilization of the task set is larger than 1.0 so that not all tasks have their primary and re-executions reserved. In these ten tasks, four are HI-criticality and the other six are LO-criticality. We apply the off-line Max. Re-execution algorithm to the task set so that the reserved executions for the LO-criticality tasks can be maximized. We perform this experiment 100 times and each time the number of reserved primary and re-execution for the LO-criticality tasks are recorded. The results are shown as in Figure 2 and Figure 3. It can be seen that instead of discarding the executions of all LO-criticality tasks, we can nicely reserve a great number of their primary executions. The average is 4.26 of 6 LO-criticality tasks. Since we reserve a re-execution only if all primary executions of the LO-criticality tasks are reserved, the average number of the reserved re-execution is relatively small as 1.32 task per 6 tasks. Despite, there are about 40% of the cases in which at least one LO-criticality task becomes fault-tolerant during the HI-criticality mode.

While all primary executions are reserved, we can use the borrow from future technique as implemented in Algorithm 2. A task set of five periodic tasks is generated randomly and the task set is selected if all tasks have their primary execution reserved. Among the five tasks, two are randomly selected as HI-criticality tasks and the rest are LO-criticality tasks. Algorithm 1 is used to determine which re-executions are reserved. A valid test case used to evaluate the Algorithm 2 should contain at least one LO-criticality task with a re-execution reserved. The tasks’ periods range from 30 to 200 and they are scheduled within an interval of one million time units. Within that interval each time the total number of job instances generated is expected between 60,000 to 100,000. A fault occurrence rate between 0.05 and 0.5 is used to control whether or not a job completes with a fault in its primary execution. A fault is recorded if the job’s re-execution does not successfully complete. For each experiment, we perform it 10 times using the same parameters and the average is used for our results.

In the experiments, the fault rate has a big impact to our results and another factor is the lower bound of each job’s actual execution time. The smaller the fault occurrence rate/the lower bound of the actual execution times, the larger amount of regular slack that can be used to recover faults and the lower risk of missing deadline for the jobs lending their re-execution slack. We investigate the effects of these two factors in our experiments and the results are shown in Table 2 and Table 3. In Table 2, each row is a set of data for a specific fault rate. The data compares of a slack reclaiming method using the regular slack only (no borrow from future) and our CBS-FT algorithm. The number of final faults are recorded when these two approaches are used. The percentages of faults recovery are also calculated. It can be seen that the CBS-FT with the borrowing of future slack always outperforms the approach using regular slack only. If we compare the number of faults recorded, an improvement of about 30% in performance can
be seen by using our CBS-FT.

With using our algorithm, it is possible that a LO-criticality task originally having its re-execution reserved violates its deadline because it lends its budget to another task to recover from fault. The last column in the table shows the percentages of the faults caused by this scenario. As we explained it earlier, since later jobs have a bigger chance of not executing the re-execution or using the regular slack generated later, a borrowing of slack from future re-execution does not significantly degrade the overall performance a lot. While the fault rate is small, nearly no lending jobs miss their deadline for recovering from their faults. Even if the fault rate is as high as 0.5, the number of faults on the jobs with the re-execution originally reserved is relatively small so that the system’s performance is well maintained. Table 3’s results are similar, based on the lower bounds of the actual execution times. The results are obtained by using a fixed fault occurrence rate of 0.5. A specific range that represents the lower bound of the actual execution time is used in each set. For example, 0.5 - 1.0 means that the actual execution time is between 50% and 100% of the WCET, using an even distribution. While tasks are more likely to use less time for execution, more faults can be recovered by using both approaches but our CBS-FT always does the job better. Also, while the lower bound of the actual execution time becomes lower and lower, the difference of the fault recovery rate between the two approaches becomes smaller and smaller. This is because when the jobs complete earlier, their slack can be used by other jobs earlier. While more jobs use the regular slack to recover faults, fewer jobs need to borrow slack from the future re-executions.

V. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

This paper studies a novel problem of scheduling a set of mixed-criticality, real-time tasks and considering the fault-tolerance issue. Two algorithms are proposed. The static algorithm works for maximizing the reserved executions of the LO-criticality tasks including their primary and backup executions. The on-line algorithm improves the regular approach by exploiting a technique to borrow slack from future executions. The evaluation results show that both of our algorithms significantly improve the performance. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the system has two levels of criticality but the results can be generally expanded to have multiple levels. Also, we assume that using one re-execution sufficiently satisfies the requirement of fault-tolerance. How to handle with multiple number of faults will become the target to extend this paper. Finally, another common technique used in fault-tolerance is checkpointing. It will be an interesting problem how to use checkpointing in mixed-criticality systems for fault-tolerance.
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